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nation out of its own members alone
is quite remarkable. The two great
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reasons for its existence here are, first,
that it receives the practical sympathy
of students ami faculty alike, and,
second, that its members buckle down
to four solid hours of rehearsal together every week.
It might take much longer to name
over the special points of our deficiency,
but, in these two particulars, we certainly have it very much our own way
among our college neighbors in New
England.
MBITIOUS for literary excellence,
the student devotes hours to the
study of abstract rules for composition.
Hut how does he apply these principles
in practice? Not to that inexhaustible
subject, essay writing, do I ask your
attention, but to a more glaring source
of harm,—what might be a more decided source of benefit—letter writing.
IIere, he breaks every law of good composition and generally produces simply
a miscellaneous aggregation of facts
and ideas, put together like the patches
on a beggar's pants. Rules for clearness and precision are carefully conned
during study hours and so thoroughly
forgotten in this place of daily practice
that it often becomes doubtful whether
the writer is referring to himself, a
heathen Chinese, or the British lion,
while individual words are so used that
they might with equal propriety be
assigned to any one of the nine parts
of speech.
He can bore you with the
whole list of Bain's injunctions relative
to writing, and yet his letter would read
like a comic almanac, whose only variation from a mere jumble is its constant reference to Ayer's pills or some-

thing of the sort.
He will expatiate
on purity of language and allow himself to coin words of everything from
Japanese to Volapiik, while expressions
and phrases will be used that would
stagger the mutilated remains of an
Egyptian mummy. But worse than all
the other faults incident to letter writing is the constant violation of brevity,
the tendency to keep on writing after
one has got all done saying anything,
under the deplorable delusion that success as a letter writer is measured by
the number of sheets used.
This is
no more true here than in any other
form of composition, and should be
strenuously avoided.
Neither tongue
nor pen was ever created to kill time,
and he who spins out to an indefinite
length what might have been said in a
few words, be he talking to friend or
stranger, is as culpable as the contemptible old maid who employs her
time and hideousness in discanting
on the vices of her neighbors' husbands.
While none of the faults pointed out
can fail to be recognized, there is danger of underrating their costliness. A
failure to do one's best is a failure to
make the .improvement possible, but
that is not all.
In some way every
man makes his own style, and these
mistakes, constantly allowed, are going
to be incorporated in that style. Thus,
one's best becomes absolutely less.
Then students should avoid this slipshod, bombastic method of doing that
which forms the greater part of their
literary work, not because it is a failure
to advance, but because it is a direct
retrogression.
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C\ Y\l feathered songsters will soon be
W here in great numbers, and another
season's opportunities for bird hunting
will begin. What those opportunities
are at Hates will be cherished in the
memory of every upper-classman or
alumnus, who has made the most of the
bird lectures and bird expeditions of
the Sophomore year.
To him, the
warmth and sunshine of the springtime is made doubly pleasant by the
sweet and familiar notes of favorite
birds.
Each returning season brings
him more interesting friends and teaches
him more thoroughly to read their
language and study their habits.
Hut Ornithology admits of more practical uses. It is of no small advantage
to many students to become interested
in something that takes them out of
doors, especially for an early morning
walk. This exercise has advantages
over the gymnasium for those to whom
it affords more enjoyment. The teacher
finds a more extensive, if not more
practical use for this science. He, who
can inspire his pupils with a love of
Nature and a delight in studying any of
her hiws, docs a good work. Many
scholars, who dislike the commonplace
routine of school life, will enjoy studying birds, and through this agency they
can be made to take greater interest in
school and school work.
In order to really enjoy the birds and
make them enjoyable to others, the
student must have or cultivate a gennine interest in them.
It is not so
necessary to carefully preserve every
lecture and zealously accompany every
"birdtag" party, though these are of
inestimable value, as to know the cou-
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tents of the lectures when out among
the birds, and to learn to depend on
one's own eyes and ears, rather than
those of the professor, in identifying
the birds.
Only too soon the time
given to this study will pass, and then,
as in the case of most studies, the majority of students, if they pursue it at
all, must do so without special instruction, and in this, certainly, it is wise
to lay a good foundation while in college. Then, if you are a Sophomore,
study the birds faithfully. Go out to
look for them every time there is a
chance. Do not take your gun, but go
out without it, and try to become able
to distinguish every variety that comes
to our region.
If an upper-classman,
recall and improve upon past attainments. Kven those who have this part
of the course still to anticipate, may
well begin this season to notice these
visitors and to learn their sonsjs.
VTO ONE denies that every man has
]* a right to his own opinion on any
subject; some might even go so far as
to claim that every man ought to have
an opinion on every subject. Hut there
is a marked difference between having
an opinion of your own and trying to
make others have the same opinion,
A man has a right to his opinion,—
granted. He has a right to make that
opinion known,—also granted.
Hut
"there is reason in all things," and
while there are many occasions when
it is entirely proper for him to express
that opinion, there are other occasions,
and many more of them, when it is
unqualified rudeness, an insult to all
within bearing.
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We believe in the prohibition of the of the managers at Waterville. The
liquor traffic. We let that opinion in- formation of two leagues cannot farfluence our votes, or shall, in due time, nish the interest that has always cen-,
and, when we are called on for an tered about the struggles of the four
opinion on that subject, we express it, colleges for the championship of the
decidedly.
But what if we should Maine College League. Their reason
stand up in Music Hall in the middle for such a step was, as we understand
of a lecture or concert and howl out it, because Hates refused to expel
our sentiments on the subject. We Maine State College—who wished to
should at once be ejected from the hall, remain—from the league, or enter a
and probably locked up, and deservedly. new league with Bowdoin and Colby.
But such, unfortunately, is not the fate What adequate reasons they had for
of the college student of this character, expelling Maine State from the league
Too often he gathers around himself a is beyond our power to ascertain. The
crowd of enthusiastic followers, who only ones we have heard offered are,
look at him with wonder and admiration That the expense is too great, and that
expressed in their open-mouthed aston- such long trips, as from Brunswick and
ishment. He howls his opinion in the Waterville to Bangor and Orono, disahalls, in the class-room, on the ball gree with their players and "break
field, in the gymnasium, in the society up" their teams.
As to the first
rooms, and his admirers devotedly yell, reason, it cannot, it seems to us, be a
"All hail to our mighty leader ! "
very valid reason on the part of Colby,
If the man is only an ordinary stu- who is fifty-four miles from Bangor.
dent, the cure is only a matter of time.
fifty-two miles from Brunswick, and
We have seen many such calmed down, forty-eight miles from Lewiston, so
in the course of four years, to a degree that the expense of a trip to Bangor
of respectability. It requires simply a or Orono, which is but a few minutes'
severe course of squelching.
But if ride beyond, cannot greatly exceed the
he be a man of influence, a man whose expense incurred on one to Brunswick
undoubted ability wins him many ad- or Lewiston.
Bates and Bowdoin,
mirers, whose position gives him every who are respectively one hundred and
opportunity for making known his ten, and one hundred and fifteen miles
ideas, what is to be done? It is one from Orono, are evidently, if we exof the unsolved problems of college cept Maine State, the ones on whom
life. Deliver us from the Man with an the expense would fall the most heavily.
Opinion !
But surely it would seem reasonable
that, if it would bankrupt Bowdoin to
fHE lovers of base-ball in this city take such an extended tour, it could
were somewhat disappointed on not be otherwise than a severe burden
learning the action of Bowdoin and to Bates, and she would be as eager to
Colby in seceding from the old Maine remove it as her wealthy neighbor.
College League at the recent meeting But the facts of the case are that Bates
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is the only one outside of Maine State
herself, that wishes the Orono hoys to
remain in the league, while Bowdoin,
who spends large sums in order to
win " valuable experience" in foot-hall
in Massachusetts, and subjects her boat
crew to inhospitable treatment in New
York, holds up her hands in holy
horror at the prospect of her financial
condition, if obliged to journey almost
half way across the State of Maine ;
and protests against Maine State remaining in the league, claiming that
she spends so much of her interest and
superfluous cash in foot-ball, boating,
and other athletic sports, that she cannot support a ball team, if obliged to
take such long trips. Then, we suppose, that Maine State, who makes baseball her leading outdoor sport, must be
deprived of it in order that Bowdoin
may keep up her reputation of being
into all the athletic sports.
What
selfishness !
As to the only other reason we have
heard, that the long trips to Bangor
and Orono "break up" their teams.
Here, again, it seems to us Colhy
has no hold ; or is it reasonable that
she can play Bowdoin and Bates without " breaking up " her team, but that
the addition of a few miles of travel is
sufficient to "break up" her team to
such an extent as to warrant her withdrawal from the league, unless Maine
State is expelled?
While Bates has
always found the trip a very pleasant
one, and have never felt any ill-effects
resulting therefrom, either to our players or our finances, Bowdoin, who is
five miles further away
! | 11 At
that point a copy of the last Bowdoin
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Orient arrived at our sanctum and we
were ohliged to cease writing and indulge in an outburst of merriment when
we read the ludicrous attempt she made
in an editorial to defend the position
she has taken.
And we feel there is
no need of more being said, for no one
would attempt to defend his position,
if he stood on reasonable ground, by
such a tirade of scathing irony, brilliant
witticisms, contradiction, and arrogant
assertions.
Our self-approving contemporary says : "The statement, by
Bates, that Bowdoin and Colby have
seceded from the league, and, therefore,
cannot be known as the Maine College
League is abject nonsense ;" yet the
second sentence of that admirably prepared article is: "The new Dual
League is something new in Maine college base-ball." Now, we believe it is
quite generally conceded that the Maine
College League is an old organization,
and how our cavilous brother-editor can
make the new Dual League and the old
Maine State League one and the same
organization is a problem for future
thought. However here are these facts,
that Bates and Maine State have never
refused to play under the old conditions,
while it was the manager of Bowdoin
or Colby, who, on receiving {Bates'
refusal to expel Maine State from the
league, or join Bowdoin and Colby
in a three-team league, said, "Then
we will form a Dual League," and yet
our self-asserting brother closes his
article with .these words, " Bowdoin
and Colby are the Maine College
League, see?" reminding us of the
conceited assertion of Le Grand
Monargue: " Vital c'estmoi!" And
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this was not secession? Oh, no! it
was "only raising the requirements of
the league to a standard beyond the
means of Rates and Maine State."
The gods preserve us from such arrogance ! Yet, for some reason, Bowdoin
and Colby, after forming their schedule, gave " Hates, that school which is
always more or less ' in it,' in baseball," ten days during which she may
accept the inestimable privilege of
uniting in a three-team league with our
two would-be Maine universities who
have raised the requirements of the
league beyond her means.
Some of
Bowdoin sarcasm, we are inclined to
think, or is it possible that they are
anxious to have Bates enter that new
Dual League? To say that the treatment, from which our censorious contemporary judges the gentlemanly quality of Hates students, was at the hands
of the "yaggers"of the city, is needless to any one who has played on our
diamond and conducted themselves in
a gentlemanly manner.
Another interesting fact in that more than ridiculous attempt at defending her position,
was that one hundred miles from
Brunswick brought one very near the
home of the antipodes; yet, if the
assertions of our witty friend go to
prove anything, then such is the case.
Hut it seems to us that Howdoin's head
must have become enlarged to such an
extent that the world seems small, or
else the writer of that entertaining
article did not expect his readers to
believe what he wrote. As to the appropriateness of the appellation which
the fertile brain of our esteemed contemporary has applied to the present

Maine College League, we would only
remark that, if it were appropriate,
we would not attempt to hide it by
dress suits and tall hats, or by aping
Yale and Harvard in forming Dual
Leagues.
Hut notwithstanding the
production of the abusive pen of our
Bowdoin friend, " Hates and Maine
State are in the old Maine College
League., SEE?

LITERARY.
IN THE VALLEY.
BY N. G. BRAY, '91.
Beyond the frowning mountains
That Shut our valley in,
Like sentinels unsleeping,
Like guardians gaunt and grim,—
Beyond these heights we fancy
The land of promise lies,
An unknown fairy country,

O'ei arched by cloudless skies.
The sun is always shining
In the land beyond the hills,
The birds are always singing,
And the heart with rapture thrills;
For never a shade of sorrow,
And never a thought of care,
Can toucb the soul that dwelleth
In the land of promise fair.
We spend our days in sighing
For the sunny land of flowers,
And in dreams of an unknown country
We sleep thro' the midnight hours.
The wild-rlowors that grow in the valley
We crush with heedless feet,
And the light of the stars at night-fall,
With careless eyes we greet.
Yet the land that our fancy pictures,
Holds nothing half so sweet
As the fragrant meadow blossoms,
That cluster round our feet;
And the glare of the summer sunshine
Unsoftened by mountain shade,
Has not the charm of the twilight
By the mountain forests made.
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In tin; land beyond the mountains
There is many a stormy day,
And after the brightest sunshine
Conies the darkness of night ahvay.
And many a soul that struggles
With the cares that never cease,
Looks away to the distant mountains,
And longs for the vale of peace.
O dweller in the valley,
Sigh not for an unknown land;
Turn not from the countless blessings
That close beside thee stand.
Thank God for the smiling mountains
That shut out the noise and strife,
And look for the face of beauty
In the lowly things of life.
♦ ♦♦

WEST PITCH

FROM MAIN

STREET BRIDGE.
BY M. S. MERRILL, '91.
TRAVELER, coming into Lewiston, on the late afternoon train, is
passing to its sister city on the other
side of the river. It is "the sweet
dusk edge" ;—the shadows are begin*
Ding to fall, but they are bright
shadows, that seem to illumine
rather than to dim. In spite of the
noise of the city there is silence at this
hour, a silence that is like a soundless
music Mowing under and through the
clash and din, as those still undercurrents of ocean flow beneath the
unresting waves.
As the traveler steps upon the bridge,
he hears another music blending with
the silence. It is the faint sound of
falling waters. He turns to the right,
whence the sound comes, and sees the
waterfall, a mass of gleaming silver
with a background of trees and rocks
and the bright sunset sky bending
over all. This is West Pitch, the pride
of the two cities.
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An irregular wooded hill rises to the
northward on the west side of the river,
its dark pines, relieved here and there
by the autumnal glory of the other
trees, standing weirdly beautiful in the
luminous shadows. At the foot of this
hill, a torrent of water shoots over a
high rock and loses itself in a cloud of
foam. Between this and the lesser fall
near it rises Profile Rock, a rude but
striking likeness of the human face
turned with an immovable gaze westward, as if trying to see beyond the
gates of the sunset. From this point
to the east side of the river stretches
a mass of broken jagged rocks and
falling waters, foaming and Hashing in
sweet unrest. On the east side of the
river rise Lincoln Mill and various
buildings where the lights are beginning
to twinkle. In frontof these buildings,
between the bank and the rocks in the
stream, there has been constructed for
some purpose, a straight high embankment over which the water drops inertly in a thin sheet breaking into foam
at the base.
Below the falls, the waters unite in
one stream and glide under the bridge,
foam-flocked but dark and still, as if
tired of their wild gayety and glad to
rest.
Another sound mingles with the
music of the waters—the rumble of a
railway train. The eye involuntarily
glances up the river beyond the falls
to the railroad bridge. At this distance and in the changing light, it has
an eery look, like something built by
other than human hands. But for the
moving train upon it, one might almost
fancy it, with its slender network of
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has wrung from Ireland, the land
that gave him birth, a knell of grief.
Need I tell you that this man is none
other than the distinguished poet, the
noted orator, the able journalist, the
loving friend of humanity, and the
outspoken foe of oppression and wrong
in whatever part of the world it is
found? Need I tell you that on this
memorable week, John Boyle O'Reilly
passed to another world, where, if men
are rewarded for love to their fellowmen, John Boyle O'Reilly's crown will
indeed be a bright one.
What a romantic career was his!
At first we find him a painter, but with
a burning desire in his heart to free
downtrodden Ireland from the oppressive rule of England. Next we see
him arrested, tried, and sentenced to
be shot for the crime of treason, when
in reality he had done nothing worse
♦ ♦♦
than to attempt to alleviate the sufferings of his race. We next see him
JOHN BOYLE O'REILLY.
transported by the iron hand of EnBY H. B. ADAMS, '93.
BUT a short time has elapsed since gland to the wilds of Australia, there
that great organization, known as to associate with convicts and the very
the Grand Army of the Republic, was dregs of humanity. But a better day
marching in grand parade through the is dawning, and when next we behold
streets of the great city of Boston. It him, he is stepping from the Gazelle to
A poor
was natural that a reunion of such the shores of free America.
vast proportions should absorb the Irishman, a convict with the death
entire public attention. Yet during penalty hanging over him, he enters
this week, when all was gayety, and Boston at the age of twenty-five, and
streamers of bunting hung in festoons is soon engaged in literary competition
from every public building, when boom- with those reared amidst the culture
ing of cannon announced the arrival and refinement of New England. But
of the Chief Executive of the Nation, how unequal was the contest; for a
and all were busy in entertaining the mind like O'Reilly's would win disassembled veterans, a man passed away tinction for its owner in any branch of
whose death has caused profound sor- work. Few men have been so endowed
row throughout this continent, and as was O'Reilly with a peculiar gift of

timbers, a gossamer bridge thrown
across the torrent by the elves for the
passing of their weird processions.
And the bright opening beyond,
between the somber pines on the one
side and the dark buildings on the
other, might be the very entrance to
Fairyland.
The shadows of light are changing
to shadows of darkness, and in the
clear sky one bright star is sparkling,
as the traveler turns away.
From
that time West Pitch is to him a
friend claiming his affectionate attention every time he passes by.
It is always beautiful. By night it
is a bright spirit at play in an enchanted region of lights and shadows;
by day, a lovely marvel set in the
midst of common things, a silver link
between the Seen and the Unseen.
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friendship.
No one could approach
him but to love and admire him. Open
and unreserved, handsome, athletic,
and a good soldier, he was worshiped by
the Fourth Hussars with whom he
enlisted, and in whose ranks, he endeavored to spread his principles of
reform. Among his own people he
occupied so high a position that his
judgment was sought on ever}' public
question.
Of his intense patriotism there can
be no doubt.
Ireland to-day mourns
him as a loving son ; America as an
upholder and defender of the principles
of liberty for which our fathers fought
aud bled.
His great heart quickly
responded to every effort for freedom,
whether made by black or white, Puritan or Irish. He did more in America
for the cause of Ireland than any other
man. We can almost see him to-day,
pleading that England may listen to
the cause of Ireland, and that she may
grant the demands of Parnell and
Gladstone.
The poetry of O'Reilly is singularly
pure and beautiful. Many of his poems
treat of flowers and of Nature. Flowers
had for him peculiar charms. He regarded them almost as living beings,
and talked to them as such. Possessing
such a love for the beautiful, the remark of a friend, that O'Reilly had a
white soul which never knew a base
thought, seems particularly true.
In an expression of condolence,
Oliver Wendell Holmes truly says:
"His higher claim is that he was a
true and courageous lover of his country
and of his fellow-men." One who has
suffered much at the hands of others
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naturally becomes suspicious of all
mankind ; but O'Reilly seemed to forget the injuries he had suffered, and to
teach to all men the lesson of Christian
charity. Senator Hoar indeed speaks
rightly when he declares that O'Reilly
"combined, as no other man, some of
the noblest qualities of the Irishman
and the American."
One of the greatest boons of mankind is the privilege of returning to
one's own land, to his own city, or to
his own humble town it may be, there
to die among the friends and companions of his childhood.
Of this
privilege, poets of all ages have sung
in strains of most exquisite music.
Rut branded as an outlaw and a traitor
by England's stern decree, in a land
far from his own, on that quiet Sabbath morning, the soul of O'Reilly
took its flight to the stars. Who can
tell but that to-day it is hovering over
the green vales and bright waters of
sunny Ireland? Denied while in life
the privilege of kneeling upon the grave
of his mother, O'Reilly now in the
spirit, visits that hallowed spot, to
offer a tribute of love to her, whose
patriotic teachings found deep root
in the young heart of the obedient
boy.
To-day, far from the land of his
birth, O'Reilly fills an exile's grave,
mourned by people of two hemispheres ;
by the negro whose cause he always
espoused; by those who were nearest
and dearest to him, the poor, downtrodden peasant of Ireland; by the
oppressed of Russia, working in the
frozen mines of cruel Siberia, or languishing in horrid Siberian dungeons ;
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in short, by the oppressed of every hind
and eliine.
Let us in fancy plant o'er his grave
to-day the llovvers he loved so well,
whose fragrance at each returning
spring will tell the message that
O'Reilly was a true lover of his fellowmen.
• ♦»

WEARINESS.
BY

M. S.

MERRILL,

'91.

The shadows gather thickly dim and dread,
For night is near;
Where is the sweetness of the twilight lied'.'
I cannot hear.
The sweet, mysterious music that all day
Thro'"strife and pain,
Sounds hrokenly and faint, hutgroweth clear
At eve again.
I can endure to feel my work is vain;
That each day's sun
Sees sweet hopes die, and broken strength to
fail—
The work half done;
For at the eventime comes peace and rest.
But ah! to-night
The charm is (led; life's harmonies are still
And all the light
Is gone from out my soul; hut yet I know
'Twill come again,
And even as 1 mourn sweet music's How
Will soothe my pain.
For till all strife and discord cease to vex
Our troubled life,
Will Heaven's low music How serenely on
Through storm and strife.
♦ ♦♦ —

MYSTERY.
BY

H. J.

CHASE,

"Jl.

W POOR hut famous American artist
pm is crossing from Havre to New
York in a packet-ship. Informed by
a fellow-passenger that experiments
just made in Paris prove that electric-

ity passes instantly over any length
of wire, he immediately exclaims : 'k If
the presence of electricity can be made
visible in any part of the circuit, 1 see
no reason why intelligence can not be
instantaneously transmitted by electricity." This thought unlocked the mystery that had ever hidden the essentials
for the perfection of the recording
telegraph, and to-day the name of
Morse is identified with the most wonderful invention of the nineteenth century.
What is true of this discovery has at
some time been true of all human knowledge ; it lay enshrouded in mystery.
For, specifically, mystery includes that
which is beyond human comprehension
until explained. All knowledge, then,
comes from the explanation of unknown
facts, the evolution of mysteries.
Tht? first obstacle that confronts
man is mystery, and as he pushes out
farther and farther on the con lines of
the known, broader and more mysterious appears the domain of the unknown.
Stanley, contemplating Africa as he
approaches its shores, is filled with a
sense of mystery.
Has it lost or
deepened its mystery for him when he
has penetrated to the heart of the dark
continent?
In satisfied ignorance is that mind to
which nothing seems strange or wonderful. For, so long as human comprehension is finite, so long will there
be mysteries to the educated, to the
inquiring mind. They will rise in endless succession, as the power of the
mind to grasp the unknown and to
convert it to the known increases.
What acquisitions of knowledge are
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suggested by the names of Copernicus
and Kepler ; of Plato, Aristotle, Bacon,
and Descartes; Linneams and Gray;
Agassiz and Huxley; Morse and
Edison ! Yet much of the vast wilderness which they penetrated is still
unsurveyed, and a no less important
work remains in removing obstacles
which they evaded, and in bridging
chasms which they leaped. And whoever would reach the eminence
gained by them must climb up the
same way. No matter to what height
man ascends, still the hand of mystery
beckons to him out of the darkness and
invites him to seek yet more of her
hidden wealth. Truly the entire universe is filled with wealth for all, but
only "he who seeks, finds," only l'to
him who knocks, shall it be opened."
To say that mysteries exist, and ever
will exist, is to say that the progress
of knowledge will never end; that
human curiosity, though having boundless means for its gratification, will
never be satisfied. This thought is
especially emphasized by one great
insoluble mystery that has always
confronted men. All evidence concerning the purpose of creation points
unmistakably to the good of man, but
all efforts to understand the motive of
man's creation and his ultimate end
fail; because, such an understanding
involves a comprehension of the
Infinite, an impossibility to the finite
mind.
So God is ever mysterious.
And thus it is that our deepest and
most trustful love is given to those
objects that inspire us with awe and
mystery ; such is the love of a little
child for its father, of the philanthro-
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pist to the race, of the poet to nature.
And love, as Carlyle says, is ever the
beginning of knowledge, as fire is of the
light.
However, the benefit to be derived
from coping with mystery is not merely
a knowledge of certain facts. The
whole process is educative, and especially adapted to cultivate and perfect
mental faculties, and such strong traits
of character as concentrated consecutive thought, patience, persistence, selfdenial, and that appreciation for those
who have outstripped us in the race for
knowledge, which prompted Shakespeare to say, ;' those that I reverence,
those that I fear, are the wise." The
persistent exhaustive effort required
to invade successfully the realm of
mystery finds ample compensation in
the strength and satisfaction which
exercise and victory give. What weariness would not give way to the glow of
exultation that found expression in the
Eureka! Eureka! of Archimedes?
With a hope of such attainment, let
us seize mysteries as they come,
wrestle with them, exhaust them, ami
let them not go until their treasures be
yielded up ; and what was once blinding darkness becomes a ray of light to
guide us to more hidden, but more fertile fields.
Thus, if the mind be faithful to its
powers, if the soul live up to its privileges, we shall in this life be constantly
changing mystery into knowledge;
and when this life shall end we shall
rejoice in the progressive revelation of
those mysteries which from the beginning have been hid with Him who
created all things.
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DEPARTMENT.

COMMUNICATION.

MIDNAPOUK, INDIA,

Jan. 22, 1891.

To the Editors of the Student:

j AM happy to comply with your
JL invitation to write you, and will
toll you something about my NewYear's dinner, and my journey from
Chandbali to Bhudruck.
Chandbali
is the most southern station, which we
now occupy, in Orissa.
It is two
hundred miles from Calcutta, reached
by steamer going down the Hooghby,
across a portion of the Bay of Bengal,
up the Dhanira and Brameni Rivers.
We reached Chandbali on NewYear's morning, and were met at the
steamer by Rev. F. W. Brown who
has recently had charge of our station
at that place. At the Mission House
we met several of the native Christians
who gave us a hearty welcome. We
spent the day looking over the work,
at the bazar and market, preaching
services, and in witnessing the annual
public exercises of the schools in and
about Chandbali, gathered at the
Mission Station.
All of these things were of deep
interest to us, but we were invited to
dine with Ram Chandra Jena, a native
Christian preacher and graduate of the
Midnapore Bible School; dinner was
to be served in the native manner, and
what could be more novel? Novel
indeed! Just think of it! We sat
on our legs an hour, and ate our food
from our fingers. By the way, do you
like curry? Well, dinner ready, we
crossed our less and settled down on

them upon a thin straw matting under
the stoop of the mud-walled, thatchroofed hut. No women enlivened our
company ; according to the customs of
the country they served inside, while
our host with two assistants brought
our food. Our plates were five or six
leaves fastened together with sticks.
Upon one side of these leaves was
placed a pinch of rather coarse salt,
then hot boiled rice was heaped in the
middle of them with the hands of our
host; into the middle of this was
poured warm dall (dall is split peas
stewed), then curried rauttou was
placed near this, and then the egg
plant. All this was mixed up with
the fingers. Then came the process
of getting it into the mouth without
spoons or knives and forks; we
managed it somehow, for our rice et
cetera disappeared, and we presume
that we ate what we did not find
lodged on the straw matting and in
our pant legs.
A glass of milk was given to each
of us, and then came the mceti.
Meeti is the confectionery of India,
and it seems to be relished by the
natives as well as an Auburnite would
relish Goss's choicest bon bons. It is
made of rice, flour, sugar, and ghee.
Ghee is clarified butter—perhaps I
should like it if I remained in India
long enough, but since that New-Year's
dinner I have begged to be excused
from meeti.
Dinner over, our host brought a
lotar of water, which he poured over
another dish upon our hands which we
dried upon a few yards of cotton cloth
passed around.
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We then passed an hour devotionally.
We sang gospel songs in English and
Oryia, and an earnest prayer went up
to God from nearly all present. It
was a great privilege to eat and worship
with these people saved from the superstitions and idolatry of heathenism,
and we thanked God for it, although
our legs were very stiff when we tried
to stand, and the shrieks of the jackals
in the jungle drowned some of our songs.
Next morning we started for Bhudruek, Mr. Brown, Mr. Sandford, and
myself. The road hetween Bhudruck
and Chandbali is a very hard one. in
many places almost impassahle with
wagons. It was started years ago in
time of famine, never completed, and
not kept up by the government. Some
bridges are washed away, those remaining arc rickety, and the road-bed
is full of deep holes, while its general
appearance is like that of a New
England road in November which has
frozen up two days after a heavy rain,
having been well traveled in the two
days, only this road is baked and not
frozen. The distance is thirty-three
miles broken into eleven mile stages
by two dock bungalows.
We concluded to make the first two stages on
horseback, and telegraphed Mr. Ager
at Bhudruck to send three bullock
gavies to meet us at the bungalow,
eleven miles from him, to take us in
that night. Brown would ride his own
horse, and two English gentlemen
offered us [ionics which we gladly
accepted.
We were compelled to
start early so as to reach the first
bungalow before it grew hot, consequently we were up at 5.80 A.M. We
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hurriedly partook of our " chotobazari "—a little breakfast — knelt
together in the dim twilight to express
thanks and crave blessings, and then
mounted to "speed away"; but
imagine two " Padries " "speeding
away" on ponies when they had not
attempted such a thing for fifteen
years, especially when the ponies do
not care to adjust themselves to bad
riding or to leave home at all. My
steed was irritable at first, but soon
settled down and at length we became
the best of friends, although he did
refuse to ford one river with me on his
back, and took great delight in kicking
at me at the first bungalow. Sandford's
steed was vicious all day; at one
rickety bridge lie would do nothing
but back, and was got across only by
being backed across.
You do not know what a retinue
one must have to travel in India. We
were compelled to have a Par Die
Waller — one who carries water,— a
Coolie—who carries the bedding,—
everybody carries his bed in India,—
three Sayce—men who take care of
the horses, a Bhangie Waller, with
food, a Khansamah—one who gets up
the meals, a Garie Waller, who drove
the bullocks with the baggage. Some
must go on ahead to prepare for us,
and others follow behind, while the
Sayce keeps as near as his legs will
permit.
On our way we forded
streams, and went round broken
bridges, through rice fields, passed
through native villages, and skirted
the jungle. We saw pheasant, mud
hen, buffalo, jackal, kite, crane, and
many birds like some in America.
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We reached the first bungalow at
9.45 A.M., and were glad to rest, for
one gets tired riding horseback over a
rough road when he is not accustomed
to it. We enjoyed our breakfast of
bread biscuit and tea, after which
Brown collected a company of natives
and preached to them, and at 3.30
P.M. we started for the second bungalow, eleven miles away; the road
was similar to that which we had just
passed over, but we enjoyed it better
from the fact that we felt more at
home in the saddle. We made this
eleven miles in two and one-half hours,
reaching the bungalow, just after sunset in the beautiful crimson afterglow
which is peculiar to this country. We
were lame enough, and hardly knew
which would be easier, to remain in
the saddle or dismount. The latter
seemed to be inevitable, for the ponies
were to return from this point, and our
bullock Garies had conn- to take us
to Bhudruck.
I was sorry to part
with mine for he had been a good
friend on a difficult journey.
At 10 o'clock P.M. the Garies were
ready, and all we had to do was to
dispose ourselves in them as comfortably as possible and try to sleep going
over very rough roads. These Garies
are two-wheeled carts (without springs).
Over the axle of the wheels rims the
bottom of the cart which is two bamboo poles spread apart behind, the
ends of which are used to guide the
bullocks, and coming together in front
between them, small bamboo pieces
hold these poles together like a ladder.
On the middle of this and over the
wheels is placed a covering of dry

palms platted together exactly in the
shape of a Shaker bonnet: this is six
and one-half feet long and about three
wide. In this was placed a bed of
straw, then a mattress, then a pillow,
and my blankets. I took off my boots
and hat, stowed them away in a
corner and crawled in. I slept some,
but I remember of having very pleasant
thoughts of lodgings at home, of awaking from a nap and seeing something
ghastly before our halted team, which
proved to be the opening through the
trees under which we were halted, in
the form of a person, of the suffocation of smoke when my Garie Waller
persisted in smoking, of fording a
river where he appeared to be compelled to push Garie, bullocks and
all. of looking out to tin; Belt of Orion
shining brightly in the cloudless sky.
and at length of hearing Brown say,
kt
Here we are, but it is only half-past
three. I guess we had better sleep
here until morning."
So I settled
back until day-break. When it came,
there also came a very hearty welcome
from Mr. and Mrs. Ager in charge of
this station.
I think that this little description of
travel, which was very novel, pleasant,
and difficult, will show you how some
of our missionaries get about, but I
must say that this is the worst publicroad in our mission. The road from
Bhudruck to Midnapore is a delight
to the bicycle riders. I must tell you
that we have a noble band of workers
here, and God seems to give them
special delights in their work. Such
methods of travel do not frighten them
in the least. 1 would rather take this
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journey in the manner which I did than
to go in an American parlor car, but I
could hardly accept it for the common
way of getting about unless it were
duty. The Bengal and Orissa Yearly
Meeting, now in session at Midnapore,
is of special interest. Next Monday
we start for Calcutta, to go from there
to Bombay, across the country and
sail for Egypt and Palestine.
With kind regards,
THOMAS II. STACY, '70.

ALUMNI

ATHLETIC
TION.

ASSOCIA-

BESIRING to take a more active
interest in the welfare; of the
colleges and especially to give material
encouragement to the general athletic
work at Bates, and believing that this
can be done best by association, a few
of the graduates propose to organize
next dune during Commencement week.
It is proposed to have an active association whose primary purpose shall be
the encouragement of the students in
athletic work, and the improvement of
the facilities for such work, but which
shall be free to enlist in any other plan
for the improvement of the institution.
It has been suggested that the dues be
not less than two dollars per annum,
and that appropriations for prizes,
cups, or whatever purpose, be voted
upon at the annual meetings. This
will not conflict with the existing
Alumni Association.
As no personal solicitations will be
made, only alumni with a live interest
will become members.
Anv desired
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information in regard to the plan will
be given upon application.
Any
alumnus desiring to ally himself with
this association may ascertain the time
and place of organization by communicating with William F. Garcelon,
•204.'$ Locust Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

LOCALS.
Play ball!
The tennis players arc on earth
once more.
Thirty-four zero mornings at the
college during the past winter.
Eighteen of the Sophomores elected
calculus this term.
The young ladies of the college are
soon to give a gymnasium exhibition.
Miss Green and Mr. Hamilton, of
the Freshman class, are out teaching.
The college band is contemplating a
conceit tour some lime during this
term.
The members of the college baud
have appeared this term in uniform
caps.
Library statistics of the spring term
will be given in the May number of the
STUDKNT.

Hoffman, '93, has been taken from
the council by the Faculty, and his
successor has not yet been elected.
Married, in Lewiston, March 81st,
Mr. Eugene L. Ilutchins and Miss
Carrie E. Ireland, ex-'92.
Small,'93, and Small, '94, who have
been absent a term, have rejoined their
respective classes.
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Graves, ex-'92, has returned to
college and entered the class of '94.
• Twelve of the Juniors are taking a
special elective in history with Professor Wood, instead of zoology.
The two literary societies are soon to
give a mock trial for the benelit of the
Athletic Association.
The band furnished music for all
four divisions of the Sophomore declamations, including the prize division.
Pinkham's place in the gymnasium
is taken by Cutts, '91, with the
Seniors, and by French, '94, for the
Freshmen.
A new rack for holding papers has
been placed in the reading-room,
adding noticeably to the equipment
of the room.
During the last half of last term the
political economy class had daily
debates, taking up some new question
each day,
Pinkham, '91, has left college to
accept the position of gymnasium
director of the State Normal School
of Pennsylvania situated at Millersville.
Blanchard, '92, found seventeen
dollars in bills in an ash heap in the
basement of Parker Hall not lon<j a<;o.
We are not at all surprised. Cyrus
can find money in anything.
Plumraer, '91 has left college for the
principalship of the High School at
Winlhrop, and Libbey, '91, has been
elected manager of the ball team in his
place.
The directors of the Athletic Association have appointed the following

men for the college team : From '92,
Wilson, Emery, Putnam, and Gilmore ;
from '9:5, Hoffman and Penned ; from
'94, Smith, Graves, and Osgood ; tenth
man, Brackett, '94.
A second nine
has also been selected.
The second College Y. M. C. A.
Deputation to the fitting schools of
Maine, went to North Bridgtou Academy March 21st and 22d. McDonald
and Lord represented Bowdoin, and
Wilson was sent from Bates. Colby
had no representative on this trip.
One of the Sophomores, who has
heretofore done an extensive business
with one of the banks down town, was
recently compelled to get a Junior to
identify him to the cashier, as his
newly acquired maiden moustache
proved loo great a disguise. This is
what we call a triumph of hirsutic art.
The following by-law concerning
discipline has been adopted by the
council: That no information, which
shall come to any member of the
council through council meetings, shall
be reported outside of the council
unless eight of the ten members of
the council shall favor such action.
The dates for the lecture course on
the three learned professions is as
follows: L. M. Palmer, M.D., '75,
May 7th; Rev. F. E. Kmerich, '76,
May 14th; A. M. Spear, Fsq., '75,
May 21st. In the course on Pedagogy,
Prof. W. E. C. Rich, '70, is booked
for April 21th.
Plummer and Howard, '91, Blanchard
and Emery, '92, Hoffman and Penned,
'93, Osgood and Hamilton, '94, were
appointed by the council to serve as
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ushers at the Sophomore declamations
last term. They were also empowered
to be a law and order committee whose
duty should be to disintegrate such
refractory portions of the audience,
by the hair of the head or otherwise,
as should insist on making disturbances.
Mrs. Addison Small, 173 Wood
Street, entertained her Main Street
Sunday School class of young ladies
and the Junior class of the college,
Wednesday evening, March 11th. It
was a very successful combination, as
the Junior ward at Kates goes masculine by a large majority.
The
greatest difficulty, of course, was experienced at the close of the evening,
when many of the Juniors were undecided whether to go home by the
" Kan-kay-kee or the Kon-ko-mo."
As usual, when .Mrs. Small entertains,
every one had a delightful evening.

V

*

A reception was given to the baseball team in the gymnasium. Music
was furnished by the College Hand,
and the programme consisted of a
brief exhibition by a few of the best
athletes in college, and of speeches.
Mr. O. J. Ilackett, of Auburn, was
the first speaker, followed by Day, '90,
captain of the '89 pennant team ; Cox,
'8!), manager of the same team;
Pugsley, '!)1, representing the students ;
Wilson, '92, captain of the present
team ; Johonnot, '79, in behalf of the
alumni; and Professor Chase in behalf
of the Faculty. Refreshments were
served.
When Bowdoin and Colby seceded
from the Maine State League, at the
•2
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meeting of the managers in Waterville,
April 2d, Plummer, of Pates, and
Rich, of Maine State College, arranged
the following schedule of games : May
9th, Lewiston ; May 16th, Orono ; May
23d, Lewiston; June 6th, Hangor;
June 13th, Augusta. Umpire, Pushor ;
Spaulding ball; National League rules ;
postponed games upon June 21st.
Meanwhile the Colby and Bowdoin
managers, forming themselves into a
Grand Aristocratic Mutual Admiration
Consolation League, arranged the following dates for their teams : May 9th,
Waterville; May 18th, Brunswick;
May 16th, Waterville; May 20th,
Brunswick ; June 3d, Waterville;
June 6th, Brunswick. In case of a
tie a seventh game will be arranged.
Another of the pedagogical course
of lectures was delivered by Prof. E. J.
Goodwin, '72, of Newton, Mass., March
17th. The subject of this valuable lecture
was " Religion in the Public Schools,"
and briefly summarized, the thought
was as follows: 1. Moral culture is
necessary for the development of character on which depends the efficiency
of the true citizen.
2. There is a
tendency in the United States at
present to restrict moral teaching in
the public schools by excluding it
altogether. 3. The churches cannot
reach all children, especially when
home training is deficient, and therefore the public schools must do it.
4. No system of ethics, except it be
drawn from Christianity, answers the
purpose. 5. It is impossible to exclude religious thought from literature,
history, etc., and have enough left to
hold together.
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The winter bird competition by the
Sophomore class closed duly, and the
prize for the largest list was divided
• between Fanning and Penned, who
each identified twenty-three hind birds
between Thanksgiving and March 16th.
Mr. Fanning's list deserves especial
mention, since it has more points of
interest than any other list ever received by Professor Stanton in similar
competitions. In the following table
arc compiled a few statistics, comparing this with the last competition,
by "J2 :
'!)2 '<>;s
Number of lists handed in,
22
37
Number having twelve or over,
Ki
17
Number having under ten,
4
14
Number of kinds Identified,
42
57
Average list,
y>,m ]2.H
Largest list,
•_>.'{
35
Tree Sparrow,
0
33
Robin,
j
jg
Junco,
•_.
i8
Nuthatches (two kinds),
29
•_»•;
American Goldfinch,
1
9
Redpoll,
i,;
8
Hudsonian Chickadee,
r,
1
Owls (four kinds),
0
n
Pine Orossbeak,
,s
•>
Crossbills (two kinds),
\\
Q
American Raven (Panning),
0
1
Evening Orossbeak (Howard),
1
0
White Throated Sparrow (Spratt),
0
1
The college, through Professor Stanton, recently received :l valuable set of
manuscripts from Lorettus S. Metcalf,
the recent editor of the Forum. Nearly
all the manuscripts are in the handwriting of the authors, who are as
follows: Prof. John Tyndall, Edmund
(iosse, Archdeacon P. W. Farrar,
Mrs. I). M. Craik (Miss Mulock),
Andrew Lang, Frederic Harrison,
Pres. Timothy Dwight, Prof. John
Stuart Blackie, Miss Frances Power
Cobb, Andrew I). White, Edward

Eggleston, Bishop F. I). Huntingdon,
Mrs. Elizabeth Stuart Ward, Maj. .1.
W. Powell, W. S. Lilly, .lames Payn,
E. Lynn Lintou, Dr. J. M. Charcot,
Prof. Emile de Laveleye, Grant Allen.
Senior exhibition occurred at the
Main Street Church on the evening of
March 2.Xth, and passed off very creditably to the members of that class
who assisted. We reprint the programme as given : 1. "Our Naturalization Laws," W. P. Cutts; 2. "The
Pondage of Character," Miss L. B.
Williams ; 3. " True Literature Always
Modern," Miss K. H. Merrill; 4.
"The Scholar's Service," N. G.
Howard; 5. " The Perils of Culture,"
Miss M. II. Ingalls; (i.
"Ralph
Waldo Emerson." F. W. Larrabee;
7. •• Mystery," II. ,1. Chase; H.
••The Struggle Against Heredity,"
Miss A. A. Heal; IK "The Decline
of Authority in its Effect on .Morals
and Religion," Miss G. N. Bray; 10.
••The Duties Imposed by our Individuality," (J. K. Small; 11. »A
Comparison of Dante's, Milton's, and
Goethe's Conceptions of Satan," Miss
K. Prescott; 12. "Development of

Greek Genius," A. D. Pinkham.
The following is the complete programme of the Prize Division of
Sophomore Declamations. The prizes
were awarded to Miss Conant, for the
young ladies, and Mr. Bruce, for the
young gentlemen. E. M. Priggs, Esq.,
II. W. Oakes, Esq., and F. L. Day
acted as committee of award. Music
by the College Hand.
Music, Auf
Wiedersehn.—Bailey. Prayer. Music,
Last Rose of Summer.—Balfe. (.^ueen
Catherine.—Shakespeare. (Jeorgina E.
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Gould.
The Opportunities of the
Scholar.— Grady.
F. L. Hoffman.
Extract from Speech at Union Square,
August 20, 1801.—Baker. J. A. Snow.
Valley Forge.—Henry Brown.
L. A.
Boss.
Music. Baritone Solo—The
Heart Bowed Down. — Balfe.
H. E.
Walter. Massachusetts and South Carolina.—Webster. W. F. Sims. Scotland's Maiden Martyr.—Anon. Harriet I). Church. The Murder of Lovejoy.—Phillips. Gr. M. Chase. Doom
of Claudius and Cynthia.—Thompson.
Grace P. Conant. Music. Clarionet
Solo—Nero.—Ripley.
K. C. Brown.
A Soldier of the Empire.—Selection.
E. L. Penned. Oration Before the G.
A. R.— McKinley. N.C.Bruce. Mogg

Megone.—Whittier. J. B. MoFadden.
Eulogy on Webster.—Seymour. A. P.
Irving.
Music, Old Friend March.—

Sherman.
♦ ♦ ♦

PERSONALS.
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the prominent Republicans of the city.
Mr. Cook was toast-master at the club's
banquet held at the Ealmouth Hotel,
Tuesday evening, April 1st.
'80.—G. E. Paine, of North Anson,
was married in Waterville, February
18th, to Miss Clara E. Mitchell, of
New Vineyard.
'87.—A. B. McWilliams, in connection with 1). A. Doyle, has started a
new weekly paper in Lewiston, the
first number of which appeared April
4th. It is called the Free Lance.
'87.—A. S. Woodman, Esq., of
Portland, was married March 30th, to
Miss Alice M. Andrews of Lewiston.
The ceremony was performed by Rev.
Martyn Summerbell, D.I)., assisted by
Prof. J. A. Howe.
'8H.—II. .1. Cross is principal of the
High School at Winn, Me.
'90.—The March number of The
Missionary Helper contains an article
on " Woman's Debt to Christ," by G.
II. Ilamlen, of Cobb Divinity School.

ALUMNI.
'7.r>.—Friday, March 18th, Hon. A.
M. Spear introduced in the Maine
Senate a secret ballot bill, similar to
the " Clason Bill." but differing in one
or two features. Mr. Spear spoke in
favor of his bill on March 19th. The
bill passed both houses, and has become
a law.
'HO.—Rev. E. L. Hayes, of Minneapolis, Minn., has a daughter, born
March 17th.
'81.—Charles S. Cook, Esq., of
Portland, Me., is President of the
Young Men's Republican Club of that
city. The club is a large and flourishing organization, and contains most of

NEW YOllK ALUMNI.

F. L. Blanchard, '82, has favored us
with the following report of the meeting of the New York Alumni : '• The
graduates of Bates living in New Y'ork
City and vicinity held an informal
dinner at Hotel Ilungaria, 4 Union
Square, on Wednesday evening, April
1st. Eleven of the alumui were present. After the dinner had been generously discussed the cigars were
lighted, and a pleasant hour was spent
in talking over old college days, and
in telling each other the experiences of
the past few years. The informality
of the affair made it much more enjoy-
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able than it probably would have been
had set speeches been made. It was
the unanimous opinion of those present
that these informal dinners should be
continued from time to time during the
year. The next dinner will probably
take place during the month of December. The following is a list of those
present: F. H. Morrell,'70; G. H.
Stockbridge, '72 ; F. B. Stanford, '74 ;
F. H. Bartlett, '78 ; E. W. Given, '79 ;
George L. Record, '81 ; C. S. Haskell,
'81; F. L. Blanchard, '82; W. F.
Garcelon, '90 ; H. V. Neal, '90 ; A. N.
Peaslee, '90."
THE ALUMNI DINNER AT LEWISTON.

The first of what it is hoped and
intended shall be a long and never
ending series of annual banquets of the
Bates Alumni Association of Maine, occurred at the new Hotel Atwood in Lewiston, on Friday evening, April 10th.
It was an occasion full of pleasure for
all who were able to be present.
Considering the fact that it was the
first dinner of the association, the
attendance and the representation of
the various classes which have graduated from the college was unusually
and unexpectedly large. Sixty-two persons sat down to the tables, of which
number forty-two were graduates of
Bates, the remaining twenty being the
wives of the " fortunate" alumni, and
two of the beloved professors of the
institution.
Every class which has
graduated since the first, which left its
Alma Mater in 'G7, was represented,
excepting only 'G7, '78, '84, and '88.
The full list of those who sat down to
the tables is as follows : Prof. George
B. Files, '69, president of the associa-

tion : Prof, and Mrs. .1. Y. Stan ton,
Prof. T. L. Angell, the Rev. Thomas
H. Stacy, '76 ; Prof. G. C. Chase, '68,
Mrs. G. C. Chase; Mrs. Emma J. C.
Rand, '81 ; Prof. L. G. Jordan, '70,
Mrs. L.G.Jordan ; Dr. IsaacGoddard,
'70; F. H. Peckham, '72; U. G.
Wheeler, '87; Hon. Jesse M. Libby,
'71, Mrs. J. M. Libby; Hon. F. L.
Noble, '74, Mrs. F. L. Noble; N. W.
Harris, '73, Mrs. N. W. Harris;
Edwin A. Smith, '73, Mrs. E. A.
Smith; T. M. Lombard, '79, Mrs. T.
M. Lombard ; G. W. Wood, '75 ; John
A. Jones. '72, Mrs. J. A. Jones ; C.
E. B. Libby, '86, Mrs. C. E. B. Libby ;
Frank A. Morey, '85, Mrs. F. A.
Morey; Dr. George P. Einmons, '82,
Mrs. George P. Emmons; Ethel I.
Chipinan. '89 ; Edward C. Hayes, '87 ;
Leonard G. Roberts, 'HI ; Lura S.
Stevens, '87 ; W. II. Judkins,'80 ; Dr.
Percy R. Howe, '87; T. M. Singer,
'90; Mary F. Angell, '90; Hon. A.
M. Spear, '75; D. J. Callahan, '76;
G. A. Stuart, '77; John R. Dan ton,
'87; Dr. W. B. Small, '85; R. E.
Attwood, '89 ; C. A. Washburn, '85 ;
I. W. Hanson, '70, Mrs. Alice I*.
Hanson; Addison Small, '69, Mrs.
Addison Small; the Rev. R. F. Johonnot, '79, Mrs. R. F. Johonnot; E. M.
Briggs, '79, Mrs. E. M. Briggs ; Miss
Alice M. Moore, Henry W. Oakes, '77,
Mrs. H. W. Oakes ; Hon. O. B. Clason,
'77, Mrs. O. B. Clason; I. N. Cox,
'89; and John L. Reade, '83. The
dinner was served in the Atwood's best
style and was heartily enjoyed by all.
At a quarter past ten Prof. Files,
president of the association, rapped for
order and introduced as toast-master of
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the evening the Rev. Rodney F. Johonnot of '7D.
The speakers and the
toasts to which they responded, were as
follows:
The first speaker called upon was
Prof. Stan ton, who was greeted warmly
by his old pupils, and who briefly
expressed his pleasure at meeting once
more so many of his old friends. He
had had, he said, a happy life and he
wished to testify that one of the greatest sources of happiness in his life had
been the association with the noble
men and women who had attended
Rates College.
The first regular toast was "The
Smaller Colleges," responded to by
the Hon. A. M. Spear, of Gardiner, a
graduate of '75 and a member of the
last Maine Senate.
" Rates College : Distinguished for
the devotion and character of her
Faculty, for the ambition and highminduess of her students, a leader in
the movement for the higher education
of women, we look to her that, in the
cause of progress she shall lead and
not follow, and by the best methods of
instruction, by the fearless pursuit of
truth, by the broadest toleration of
thought, that she shall give her students, the thorough and generous
equipment needed for their culture and
success," Edgar M. Rriggs, '79.
"Co-education," F. C. Hayes, '87.
"Partisanship in Legislation," Hon.
O. R. Clasou,'77, of Gardiner, author
of the " Clason ballot bill" passed by
the last Maine Legislature. " Athletics
in College," Henry W. Oakes, '77.
"College Training for Professional
Men," Hon. F. L. Noble, '74, Repre-
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sentative to the Maine Legislature in
1891.
"The Higher Mission of the
College," Prof. George C. Chase, '68.
" College Reminiscences," Hon. Jesse
M. Libby, '71, member of the last
Maine Senate.
" Loyalty to Alma
Mater," the Rev. Thomas H. Stacy,
'76. "Our next Alumni Dinner,"
Prof. G. R. Files, '69.
The closing speaker was Prof.
Thomas L. Angell of the college who
spoke of his connection with the college, and of the work it was doing and
has to do. Letters were received from
R. J. Everett of '76, and F. H. Wilbur
of '81. It was after one o'clock before
the speaking was ended, and the party
broke up much pleased with the first
of its reunions.
.1. L. READE, '83,
Sec'y Bates Alumni Association of Maine.
♦-♦-♦

EXCHANGES.
Very frequently our exchanges contain biographies of interesting characters, whom the reader would naturally desire to know more about. Rut
strangely few writers seem to be
able to compose an article avoiding
both the extreme of a mere condensed
encyclopedia topic, a record of dates
and events with no flesh and blood in
it, and that of a rambling biography
covering with greater or less completeness a large part of the world's history,
and admitting the subject as little
more than a second-rate actor.
This last fault is very strikingly
exemplified in the life of Mazariu,
published in the last Sibyl. In fact,
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without other information, the reader
of this article would have considerable
difficulty in deciding whether the famous
Cardinal was murdered or died a natural
death.
From this it is a real pleasure to turn
to the Williams Lit., and read the life of
Samuel Johnson. The author gives us
a complete picture of the life and character of this delight of biographers,
and this in so interesting a style that
one is not ouce tempted to lay aside
the magazine without finishing the article.
Mathematics is, reputed to be the
dryest and most prosaic of all branches
of learning; yet, the more the faithful
student penetrates its mysteries, the
the more he feels that there is a living
beauty there.
To those that have
caught even a distant glimpse of that
beauty, the following from the Varsity
will be of interest.
Jt is a partial
summary of a lecture on "Poetic Interpretation in Mathematics."
Tho human intellect lias enabled man to
create for himself nothing more exquisite in its
structure, or more refined in its applications
than the infinitesimal calculus. The microscope reveals to us an existence of which our
senses could take no cognizance ; hut in a way
the calculus steps in where the microscope has
ceased to penetrate, and when the mind refuses to conceive the farther divisibility of space
this wonderful method continues indefinitely
its faultless work. Amongst certain of the ancient, mathematical truth was invested with a
certain elevated symbolism. Such applications
may be regarded as little hetter than an
amusing conceit, hut yet have much to recommend them as certain interpretations applied to nature. The Pythagoreans and Platonists conjectured that the great secret of the
universe was to be found in number and form.
Only poets could have had such an inspiration,
for it was an anticipation of some of the

grandest discoveries of modern science. What
the Greeks divined we prove, and see how
nature hymns her numbers through innumerable variations. The lecturer gave illustrations how the imagination was cultivated in
geometry, especially in curve tracing. He
enlarged on the wonderful meanings of the
general equations of the second degree, which
contain all the properties of the conies. In
the lunar theory the longitude of the moon
is expressed in a series of terms. Thus the
great orb of night, as she rolls through space,
has told her story for ages in a single district;
and in the quiet intellectuality of its terms
there rests a beauty that equals that of the;
moonlight itself as it slumbers on a summer
sea.

The question most widely discussed
in the college world at present is the
proposition to shorten the college
course. The Trustees of Harvard oppose such a change, yet the Faculty,
to some extent, favor it. We give below
a somewhat incomplete summary of an
article in the Harvard Monthly, which
contains arguments in favor of the
proposition and answers to them :
Much of the work formerly done
by colleges is now done in preparatory
schools. The four years' course is a
higher requirement than it was originally, and has become unreasonable
and untenable. In this case the best
corrective would be to lower the
requirements for admission, since
between a year at the fitting school
and a year at college, the students
would prefer and be more benefited
by the latter.
Again it is claimed that there are
so many students in the professional
schools who have had no collegiate
preparation, that it would especially
help this class to have the course
shortened. In this connection it must
be considered whether the general
culture of all classes and the highest
standard of general scholarship ought
to be (Hit down for the benefit of the
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few. Bat the college course need not
be shortened for professional students.
The medical students are in reality all
for whom it is claimed that more time
is needed for special work, and they
could turn their attention to professional studies at the end of the third
year or even sooner, if they were so
disposed. Hut the requirements for
entrance to the medical schools are
light and students could not be compelled, if the course were shortened,
to avail themselves of an advantage
which they could now improve, but do
not.
It is granted that the degree of B.A.
is taken later in the United States than
in other countries. This advance in
the age of graduates has been a natural
rather than a necessary one. It has
been due to the parents feeling less
anxious than formerly to hurry their
sons into college, and to the tendency
to allow recreations to take up more
and more time. Since the degree is
not required for admission to any of
the professions, but is a standard of
culture, we ought to be glad that its
requirements are high.
The advocates of reduction seem
to wish to bring the American college
down to the level of the German gytnnasien, which are only preparatory
schools for the university, and with
graduate departments, which they
would have take the place of the
German philosophical Faculty, and
professional schools, they would leave
no place for the college.
Yet our
people, unlike the Germans, are not
oppressed with military taxes, and our
young men arc not burdened with
military service.
We can afford a
broader range of culture than Germany
can, and the liberal support of education by our citizens proves that they
call for it.
To be sure the increase in the
number of college students is not in
proportion to the increase in population.
This is due in part to the
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studies which were once taught in
college being changed to the preparatory schools, and consequently many
students are now taught there who
would formerly have ranked as college
students. Then the rise of technical
schools has drawn from the patronage
of colleges, and the large increase in
population, by immigration, would of
course tend to supply but few collegians.
Finally it is claimed that only oneninth of the work of four years would
be given up to save a whole year's
time.
This, if done at all, would
necessitate a great reduction of collateral reading and research in any
department, and consequently a great
reduction in true scholarship.
The
regular work of three years well done
would be preferable.
♦ ♦-V-

COLLEGE NOTES.
The will of Daniel B. Fayerweather
has at last been admitted to probate.
It will be remembered that this will
gave over $2,000,000 to educational
and charitable institutions, including
$100,000 to Bowdoin.
The prize for the best article in the
February number of the College-Man,
has been awarded to Willits A. liastian
of I)e Pauw University for the article
entitled " Prepdom and its Denizens."
At the Colhy Alumni Dinner held at
Portland a few weeks ago, President
Small strongly urged the need of a new
building to accommodate a hundred
young ladies, and of a fund to secure
a lady principal for the annex.
Williams has recently founded a
dramatic association, which will give at
least two plays annually. It will also
offer yearly a prize of $20 for the best
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play written by a student, provided it
shall be thought worthy of presentation
on the stage.
Bowdoin has organized an advisory
committee of the athletic association ;
this committee consists of the gymnasium instructor, Dr. F. N. Whittier,
one other member of the faculty, Prof.
W. A. Moody, two alumni, E. U. Curtis,
'82, and J. A. Waterman, Jr.,'84, and
five students, Minott and Nelson, '91,
Bartlelt and Nichols, '92, and Pay son,
'93.
M. L. Fernald, a son of President
Fernald , and a member of the Freshman class at Maine State College, has
been appointed assistant in the herbarium of Harvard University. Though
only in his eighteenth year, he is said
to be a remarkably fine botanist.
Prof. W. R. Harper, of Yale, has
now made known his decision of accepting the Presidency of the new Chicago
University. He will conduct the Institute of Sacred Literature at Ann Arbor
during the next few weeks, and enter
upon his duties at Chicago in the fall
of 1892, taking in the meanwhile a trip
to Europe.
The Association of Collegiate Alumnae, embracing the graduates of Vassar,
Smith, Wellesley and other institutions,
having established a European Fellowship, to provide the means of pursuing
university study abroad, has selected as
its first recipient Miss Louisa Holman
Richardson, A.M., a graduate of Boston
University, and professor of Latin in
Carleton College. She will study at
Cambridge, England.
Several graduates of Yale and Harvard have subscribed $500 to be used

for the purchase of a trophy to be
known as the university track athletic
cup. A contest will be held for the
trophy by the students of the two universities, between May 1st and July 1st
of each year, until 1899, when the
trophy shall become the property of the
university winning the majority of the
nine annual contests.
The library building of Johns Hopkins University is to be enlarged to accommodate in one location the great
McCoy collection of 8,000 volumes of
illustrated folios of geography, topography, and line arts. The galleries
of the Vatican, the Louvre, Versailles,
the Pitti palace, the British Museum,
Dresden, Munich, Antwerp, and the
private galleries of Great Britain, France
and Germany, are reproduced in the
folios of engravings in this collection.
At present this rare library is housed
in the building made for it by Mr. McCoy, the collector, in the rear of his
house in Eutaw place, which is now
that of the president of the university.

MAGAZINE NOTICES.
One of the most famous pictures of
the world has been engraved by Mr.
Cole for the frontispiece of the April
Century, "The Mona Lisa of Leonardo
da Vinci." This is in the Century's
series of old masters, engraved immediately from the originals in the galleries of Europe. Two other examples of
Leonardo accompany Mr. Stillman's
article on this master.
Life in another war prison, at the
North, is described by a Confederate
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soldier, Dr. John A. Wyeth, uow of
New York City. He shows that "Cold
Cheer at Camp Morton," Indianapolis,
included hardships bordering on the
worst phases of cold and hunger.
Mrs. Amelia Gere Mason's papers on
the "Women of the French Salons"
are supplemented in this number by an
account of the " Salons of the Revolution and Empire," in which she discusses such famous characters as
Madame Roland and Madame de Stael,
who are prominent among the portraits
of the magazine. Mrs. Mason will
conclude her essays in the May Century.
In "Fetishism in Congo Land," Mr.
E. J. Glave, one of Stanley's pioneer
oflicers, gives the following description
of a fetish-man :
Tht; fetish-man under any name is the authority on all matters connected with the relations of man to the unseen. He istheoxorciser
of spirits, the maker of charms, and the preserver and regulator of all ceremonial rites.
He can discover who " ate the heart" of the
chief who died hut yesterday, who it was who
caused the canoe to upset, and give three lives
to the crocodile and the dark waters of the
Congo, or even who blighted the palm trees of a
village and dried up their sap, causing the
supply of mala/it, or palm wine, to cease, or
drove away the rain from a district and withered
its fields of nguba (ground nuts). All this is
within the ken of the Nganga Nkisi, and lie is
appealed to on all these occasions to discover
the culprit, by his insight into the spirit world,
and hand him or her over to the just chastisement of an outraged community. This is the
only substitute for religion that the African
savage possesses: its tenets are vague and
unformulated, for with every tribe and every
district belief varies and rites and ceremonies
are as diverse as the fancies of the fetish-men
who prescribe them.

"The Words worths and De Quincey"
is the title of a paper of literary biog-

Ill

raphy containing unpublished letters of
the poet and of the opium-eater; one
of Wordsworth's to the young De
Quincey is particularly interesting and
has some advice to youth which is
applicable epiite as much in our own day
as it was in the early part of the century. In a paper on " Washington and
Frederick the Great," Mr. Moncure D.
Conway does away with the century-old
myth concerning the alleged relations
between the two great commanders.
Mr. Conway comes to the conclusion
that so far from Frederick the Great
having given Washington a sword, no
gift was ever sent by Frederick the
Great to the American general, and " he
never recognized in any remark the
greatness of Washington."
The fiction of the number is very
diversified, including a new installment
of Dr. Eggleston's "Faith Doctor";
a story, "There were Ninety and Nine,"
by Richard Harding Davis ; the conclusion of Hopkinson Smith's "Colonel
Carter of Cartersville" ; a timely and
novel story by Dr. Allan McLane Hamilton, entitled " Herr von Striempfell's
Experiment" ; and " A Race Romance,"
by Maurice Thompson, the last of a
series of three short stories, "with a
purpose," by this well-known writer.
"The Brazen Android" is the curious title of a story in two parts, by the
late William Douglas O'Connor, which
has the place of honor in the Atlantic
for April. It is a story of old London,
and its ancient life is wonderfully reconstructed by the vivid imagination of
the author. Mr. Stockton's " House of
Martha " continues for three more chapters, and Mr. Lowell's traveler pursues
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his way through " Noto: An Unexplored Corner of Japan."
Francis
Parkman's second paper on ''The Capture of Louisbourg by the New England
Militia," is marked by the skill and
care which Mr. Parkinan devotes to
everything which he writes. One of
the most important papers in the number is "Prehistoric Man on the Pacific
Coast," by Professor George Frederick
Wright, of Oberlin, in which he gives
us the results of his investigations on
the subject of the Nampa Image. The
Honorable S. G. W. Benjamin, for
some years United States minister to
Persia, has a timely consideration of
"The Armenians and the Porte."
"The Athletics of the Ancient
Greece" in Outing for April, is interesting reading to every contestant and
enthusiast of present-day athletic contests. The similarity and difference
between those contests and the ones
of our day, as brought out in this
article, is full of information and
entertainment to the reader.
With the festivals devoted to the exhibition of the highest form of development of the human frame, in its
Olympian games "Greek nationality
developed, with them it nourished, and
with them it fell," is the lesson which
Dr. Williams impresses upon us.
Among other articles this number
contains : " Herring and Heart Fishing
at Scarboro ; " " With Rod and Gun in
the Northwest Woods and Streams ;"
"Whaling among the Esquimaux;"
"The National Guard of Wisconsin,"
etc.
The March Education contains
" Moral Education," by Larkin Duntou,

LL.D. ; "The Opportunity of our Public Schools, " by C. T. Williams ; "The
Three Months' Course in Botony"—I.,
by Professor Con way MacMillan ; "The
Relation of the College and University
to the Community,"!))' President, C. T.
Thwing, D.D., besides other articles.
In the April number they promise an
interesting article, by Hon. John I).
Long, on " Education." Judging from
the advance sheets it will be a very
valuable feature.

BOOK NOTICES.
THE GOLDBN AGE OK ATHENS.
By Evelyn Abbott, M.A. G. P. Putnam's
Sons. Now York ;ind London. 1891.

PBBIOLRS AND

This is one of a series of volumes
on " Heroes of the Nations," edited
by Evelyn Abbott, M.A., Fellow of
Balliol College, Oxford. It consists
of two parts, of which the first deals
with the growth of the Athenian empire and the causes that brought about
the alienation of Athens and Sparta,
while the second gives a brief account
of the government, art, literature,
society, and manners of Periclean
Athens.
Noticeable and especially
commendable is the fearlessly independent spirit with which the author
handles a subject that has become
moss-grown with the profligate adulation of a host of hide-bound idolworshipers.
He boldly bursts the
bonds that tether so many writers to a
mystic character of by-gone years, and
keep them so dazed that they cannot
see a fault if there be a myriad. While
generously according Pericles the honor
due him, the author is frank enough to
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declare that he was no statesman and
just enough to prove it. He confounds
the admirers of this classic demigod
by referring to the historical fact that
in striving to secure his ideals of government—ideals that were well enough
in themselves—he destroyed the only
form of government under which his
city had obtained greatness, and succeeded at the end of a long career only
in plunging her into endless ware.
.Such success, Mr. Abbott believes, is
not indicative of great statesmanship.
Grote and Curtius to the contrary.
A

LITERARY MANUAL OF FOREIGN QUOTATIONS. Ancient and Modern, with Illustra-

tions from American and English Authors
and Explanatory Notes. Compiled by J. D.
Bolton. G. P. Putnam's Sons. New York
and London. 181)1.

This volume consists of a series of
quotations from Latin and the languages of continental Europe, which
have been used by modern writers.
Care has hcen taken to make it a truly
literary selection, omitting everything
of a strictly technical nature that is of
interest to the few only, and each
quotation is, as a rule, followed l>y
extracts from modern authors in which
it is used. These extracts thus serve
a triple purpose in showing the proper
manner of employing the quotation,
the way in which it has hecome incorporated into English literature, and in
furnishing in themselves matter of an
entertaining character.
To secure
additional merit, wherever any difficulty might arise the origin of the
quotation is explained, and the context of the author set forth.
The
manual is concluded by four indices,
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Italian, German, French, and Latin.
It is concise, clear, useful, and entertaining.

POETS' CORNER.
A WARNING TO THE MAIDEN' FAIR.
O maiden fair,
With golden hair,
And virtue's golden treasure,
Thou think'st mayhap
In Corydon's lap
To sport in harmless pleasure.
O maiden true,
With eyes of blue,
Beware the first concession;
An idle kiss
May wreck the bliss
Of womanhood's possession.
Europa of old
Had hair of gold,
With golden treasure laden.
Dost thou know not,
What Ovid taught,
The fate of this hapless maiden '.'

O maiden fair,
Do thou beware!
Thy Corydon to-morrow
May prove, you know,
Lothario,
Whose gift is endless sorrow.
Oh ! read the tale
Of the maiden pale
Whose heart is an empty measure.
And do thou fear
The bitter tear
For loss of heavenly treasure.

— W.K. R.,'79.
PERSEVERE.
Have you a task begun, persevere.
It's half done if well begun; so take cheer.
Success will soon be yours
Now you've grappled with the oars
If you'll only keep your course; persevere.
—A. C. F., '92.
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OBSCURITY.
A little brooklet rippling,
With waves of silver light,
That, thro' dim woodland places,
Went singing day and night.
A life obscure and quiet,
Far from the world's great throng,
Greeting its work with gladness,
Its sorrows with a song.
Yet no one paused to listen,
As the streamlet murmured by;
Life's frail thread broke; the careless
world
Moved on without a sigh.
Unheeded and forgotten,
But the sweetness [ingers still;
And the forest glade is gladdened
By the music of the rill.
—M. S. M., '91.

POT-POURRI.
I have met her at high-toned affairs,
At the op'ra, and many a ball.
She possesses most dignified airs;
She is beautiful, graceful, and tall.
In the fashion she; always is dressed.
Marble neck, snowy arras, and all that;
And I'm sure I'm always impressed
By the sweet yellow bird on her hat.
Yes, she points out in hundreds of ways
Her belief in stern Fashion's decrees;
She will suffer in tightly drawn stays,
And, per rule, she'll imprison her knees.
How society's legion would sigh
If they knew—oh, beware of the storm!—
That she's written a book on the sly
On the subject of dress reform!
—Ex..

" Much worrying is mental cowardice."
'• Woman is the lesser man."
— Tennyson.
" Believe not half you hear and repeat not half you believe."
" We make our own destinies. Providence furnishes the raw material only."

Ethel—" Do you think there will he
marriages in heaven ? " Maud—" For
your sake I trust so, dear. Eternity
may furnish you the opportunity which
time refuses."
Uncle John—" Why, my girl, you've
grown like a cucumber vine ! What
progress are you making toward matriClara—"Well, uncle, I'm
mony
on my fifth lap."— Ex.
Ethel—" Don't you like those sofas
that have just room enough for two?"
Maud—"Yes, but I like those that have
hardly room enough for two far better."

—Ex.
Old Mouse—" Keep away from that
place." Young Mouse—"There's a
nice piece of cheese here." Old Mouse
—" Don't you know that when cheese
is put so temptingly in your path that
it is part of a trap? You haven't any
more sense than an ordinary American
voter."—Ex.
G
knows I'm no' the thing I should be
Nor am I even the thing I could be,
But twenty times I rather would be
An atheist clean,
Than under gospel colors hid be
Just for a screen.
—Burnt,

" Laura," said the young lady's
mother, not unkindly, " it seems to me
that you had the gas turned rather low
last evening."
" It was solely for
economy, mamma," answered the
maiden. "There is no use trying to
beat the gas company, my daughter.
I have noticed that the shutting off of
the gas is always followed by a corresponding increaseof pressure." "Well,
that lessens the waist, does n't it mamma,
dear?" replied the artless girl. And
her fond parent could find no more to
say.—Ex.
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\ by mentioning "Bates Student."

TiredBt
ram
HORSFORD'S ACID PHOSPHATE.
Prepared according to the directions of

1'KOF. E. N. HOBAVOBD.

This preparation is a brain food. It increases the capacity for mental labor,
and acts as a general tonic and vitilizer.
It rests the tired brain, and imparts
thereto new life and energy.
DK.

Du.

D. P. MCCLURE, Rantoul, 111., says:
" Very beneficial to strengthen the intellect."
O. C. STOUT, Syracuse, N. Y., says:

" I gave it to one patient, who was unable to transact the most ordinary business, because his brain was
' tired and Contused' upon the least mental exertion, immediate benefit, and ultimate recovery followed."
Descriptive pamphlet free on application to

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.
BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES AND IMITATIONS.
CAUTION.—Be sure the word " Horsford's" is printed on the label. All others are spurious. Never
sold in bulk.

B USINESS DIRECTOR Y.

Y.ou Will Find a Good Line of Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, and Slippers
CORNER MAIN AND LISBON STREETS,
SII;N—liiu BLAOK BOOT.

-

-

LEWISTON, MAINE.

Strictly Pure Confectionery, Made Fresh Every Day,
BXOEPT

STJNDA YS,

AT

TUB

BROADWAY CANDY STORE,
Prom the Best Granulated Sugar. Price, 10 to 40 cents Per Pound. M. E. Qoss, Chief Clerk,
P. W. HodgklnB, Candy Banner.
No. 22 3 MAIN ST., LEWISTON.
S. A. CUMMINGS, Proprietor.

DE. PEASE & CO.,
•

E. H. GERRISH,

COMMKKCIAL

JOB

APOTHECARY.

PRINTERS

145 Lisbon St., cor. Ash, LEWISTON, ME.

Electric rower Printing.
156 Shawmut Avenue, - - BOSTON.

Prescriptions promptly and accurately prepared.
Full line of Chemicals, Drugs, Perfumes, Toilet
Articles, &c, at Reasonable Prices.

EN TI ST. -;• -;- *

D P. R. HOWE, D.D.S.,
Wfif-dK?'!

AUBURN, ME.

J^ewiston Monumental Works,
Wholesale Dealers and workers of

reenwe,
AND ALL KINDS OV FKKKSTONK,

WAKEFIELD BROTHERS, Druggists,

12 and 14 Bates St., Near Up. M. C. It. R. Depot,

114 Lisbon St., Lewiston.
ILTE'W TTCISIC STCEZ.

LEWISTON, ME.
Estimates tarnished on application.

B. PECK DRY GOODS CO.,

Importers, Jobbers, and Dealers in
Dry and Fancy Goods,
Garments, Millinery, etc.,
Sands Block, 126-128 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.

J

OHN F. MORRELL & CO.,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

Base-Ball, Tennis, Gymnasium,
AND ATHLETIC GOODS,

12 Bromfield Street, Near Washington,

j. P. MURPHY, Manager.

R.

C. PINGREE & CO..
136 Main St., LEWISTON,

PLANING MILL
And all kinds (if

WOOD WORKING

BOSTON.
JOHN K. MOKKKLL.

W. K. IIUKDKTT.

INDIAN CLUBS TURNED TO ORDER.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

K SCRUTON & SON,
Fine Tailoring.

Wo shall show thi.s season all the Novelties for Spring and Bummer Suitings, Overcoatings, and Trouserings, which we are prepared to make up in first-class order, ami at REASONABLE I'KICKS for good work.

Dealers in Ready-Made Clothing and Gents' Furnishing Goods,
___^__

23 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, MAINE.

£}. W. WIG GIN, Apothecary.

;

.•

.•

PHYSICIANS' PBEBOBTPTIONS OUB SFBOIALTV.

213 Lisbon Street, Corner of Pine, LEWISTON, ME.

The N. I.
Room 1, Goff Block, AUBURN, MAINE.
N. I. .IUKDAN.

(>. I. HAOKBTT.

If You Want to Buy the Best Grade of Coal,
J.

3XT.

Low for Cash, call on
64 Middle Street, LEWISTON.

"WOOID,

JOSEPH riLLOTT'S
i
*
STEEL**
PENS.
THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404,604,351,170,'

AND HIS OTHER STYLES
SOLD BY ALL DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
I RANTED—The consent of 10,000 Smokers,
^^ to send each a sample lot of 150
"NICKEL" Cigars and a twenty-year gold
filled Watch, hy express C. O. D. .55.115 and
allow examination.
_.

,__.

»i

r>

Havana Cigar Co., Winston, N. C.

CHAPEL STREET,

EXCHANGE HOTEL
E. MURCH & SON, Proprietors,
■• MI1RCII,

BABBT T. MTOOH.

I

LEWISTON, ME.

J

ICE-CREAM AND OYSTER ROOMS.

@J H. TW0MBLY & CO.

Cressey's New City Restaurant,
1(>7

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY.

LISBON ST.,

LEWISTON.

TaWe Board V>y the Day or Week. Meals at All Hours,
Cooked to Order, (lent*. $:!.50; Ladies, $3.00. IceCream for Parties furnished at Short Notice.

GKNTS' FURNISHING GOODS.

Coffin & Jones' Barber Shop
Opp. Y. M. C. A. Block, Court Street,
AUBURN, ME.
GEORGE B. MICHAUD,

Ladies' Hair Catting ami Dressing
a Specialty.
18

PII.SBURY BLOCK,

LEWISTON, ME.

PARTRIDGE BROTHERS,
DEALERS IN

HARNESS

DEALER

And dorse Furnishing Goods,
880

LISBON STREET,

- LEWISTON, ME.

J. R. BRIDGE, Harvard, '84.

Ladies'i Gents', and Children's

BOOTS AND SHOES,
Nos. 21 & 198

MAIN ST.,

LEWISTON.

C. A. SCOTT, Bates, '85.

Tl^e Bridge Teachers' JJgencg,
IIO Tremont Street, BOSTON.
Established six years. With the exception of Idaho, Arizona, and Nevada, Teachers placed
in every State and Territory in the United States. Agency Manual sent to any address.
From C. E. STEVENS, Bates, '86, Supt. of Schools, Holden, Mass.
Several times I have had occasion to consult with THE BRIDOK TKACHBBS1 AGENCY in regard to teachers and schools. Their careful advice,
discriminating judgment, and uniform promptness have heen of great
service. Some of our Best teachers have been secured through this
Agency.
From B. W. TINKER, Bates, '88, Prin. Peters High School, Southboro, Mass.
It gives me great pleasure to recommend your Agency as first-class in
every respect. I have the greatest confidence in your methods and
believe that you are entirely honest in all your appointments. Through
your recommendation I secured my position in this place.

I

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

pLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS.
Kino Suits ami Overcoats a Specialty.
A Nice Line of Summer Underwear, Jersey and Outing Shirts.
56 Court Street,

E.

A..

ID.

CUSHMAKT,

C. ANDREWS & CO.,

:!•

•!•

AUBURN, ME.

•!•

•!•

Manufacturers and Retailers "f

Fine Grades of Stiff, Flexible, and Silk Hats.
Hats Made to Order Without Extra Cost.
72 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON,

MAINE.

THE BEST DRY WOOD IN THE CITY
AT
CHADBOURN

&

ALLEN'S,

GLEDHILL & MANEY,

Oliicc Near Lower M. C. R. E. Depot.

WALKER BROTHERS,
Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

Healers in

Gents' Fine Furnishings Oysters, Clams, and Lobsters
120 LISBON STREKT, -

TIL

LEWISTON.

Goods Delivered Without Extra Charge.
55 Bates St., Near Main St., Lewiston, Me.
B. LITCHFIELD.

s. 0. LESLIE, JK.

B. LITCHFIELD & CO.,

.fe.«e<

FINE PHOTOGRAPHS,
Paul's Block, LEWISTON.

DBALEB8 IN

Groceries and Provisions,
249 Main Street, Lewiston.

G. R. HOWARD,
Manufacturer of

Pure Candies Fresh Every Day.
Dealer in Fruits, Nuts, Tobacco, and Cigars.
61 Main Street,

....

LEWISTON.

J. H. STETSON & CO.,
DEALERS IN
STOVES ANI> FURNACES,

Kitchen Furnishing Goods,

Tin, Iron, Copper, Wooden and Granite Iron Ware.
Tin Roofing and Slating.
65 Lisbon Street,
- LEWISTON, ME.

Manufacturer of Pure

CONFECTIONERY,
160 Lisbon Street, Lewiston.

ISAAC GODDARD,

D-e-N-T-I-S-T,
3 1-2 Phcenix Block, Auburn.

/>' ISIXKSS DMFJ'TOR Y.

THE NEW WEBSTER
JUST PUBLISHED-ENTIRELY NEW.

v

.l<U

-*-*^<«PVS^
IIIIIIIMIIIIMIMIMIIIMH

WEBSTER'S
INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

PRItyTIIJG

4

*

(

OF ALL KINDS
A GRAND INVESTMENT

for the Family, the School, or the Library.
Revision has been in progress for over 10 Years.
More than loo editorial laborers employed.
S30o,nno expended before first copy was printed.
Critical examination invited. Get the IJest.
Sold by all Booksellers. Illustrated pamphletfree.
G. & C. MERRIAM & CO., Publishers,
Springfield, Mass., U. S. A.
Caution!—There have reeently been issued
several cheap reprints of the. 1847 edition of
Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, an edition long
since superannuated. These books are given
various names,—"Webster's Unabridged," "The
Great Webster's Dictionary," " Webster's Big
Dictionary," " Webster's Encyclopedic Dictionary," etc., etc.
Many announcements concerning them are
very misleading, as tlio body of each, from A to
Z, is 41 years old, and printed from cheap plates
mado by photographing the old pages.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Executed with Neatness and Dispatch, in the
Highest Style of the Art,
At the Office of the

Lfcwiston Journal.
\

X

\

\

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

FOB ALL POINTS EAST AND WEST
Through Parlor Cars Between Lewiston and
Boston
Arrangement of Trains in Kll'ect October 12, 1880.
Upper Station, ISates Street.
For Quebec, Montreal, and the West, 7.25 a.m.,
4.86 p.m. Portland and boston, 7.25a.m., 11.10 a.m.,
4.86 p.m. Watcrvillc, Skowhegan, and Bangor, 7.30
a.m., 2.35 p.m. Aroostook County and St. John,
2.35 p.m. FarmingtOD, lo.io a.m., 2.86 p.m.
Lower Station, Main Street.
For Portland and Boston, 6.60 a.m., *10.35 a.m.,
♦11.80 p.m. Bath, 6.55 a.m., •10.86 a.m., 1.80 p.m.,
5.10 p.m., *11.30 p.m. Augusta,0.55a.m.,*10.3oa.m.,
1.30 p.m., t">b» p.m., * 11.30 p.m. Waterville and
Bangor, 8.66 a.m., 1.30 p.m., *11.30 p.m. Aroostook
County and St. John, 1.30 p.m., *11.3(> p.m. Bockland, (i.55 a.m., 1.30 p.m., 5.10 p.m. Farmington,
2.45 p.m.
* Runs DAILY OOnMOting at Brunswick with Express
Trains for lioHton and Itangor. t Connects for Waterville
Saturdays anil from Waterville Mondays.
I'AYSON TUCKKK,
Vico-Prosiient and Qon'l Manager.
F. E. KOOTIIKY,

Qonoral Passcngor and Tickot Agont.

First-Class BookiCollege Printing
SUCH AS

Programmes, Catalogues, Addresses,
Sermons, Town Reports, Etc.

mi

inn

Hill

MM

^^^tftt^

I
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EVERETT O. FISK & CO.,

CURTIS & ROSS'

PROPRIETORS

hotographic Studio
Photographs <>f nil kinds and sizes finished in
tin- best possible manner. Having perfected the
Bromide process, we are now ready to furnish
the PERMANENT BKOMIDK PICTURES of any
size and at moderate prices. To customers wishing
lor Bromide Pictures, no charge will lie made for
making the negative.
FREE-HAND • CRAYONS • A • SPECIALTY.
SPECIAL • RATES • TO • CLASSES.

CURTIS Sz ROSS,

BOSTON, NEW YORK, and CHICAGO

TEACHER'S

AGENCIES.

Agency Manual Hrce to any mldress.
7 TREMONT PLACE,

.

BOSTON, MASS.

■

(UNION PRINTING 60.,

RUSTIC JDRINTING

Cor. Lisbon and Ash Sts., Lewiston.
Always eall at

LEWISTON,

ME

J. A. TRACY'S

Two Great Bargain Stores,
26 Lisbon St., and 231 Main St.,

LISBON ST., OVER BICKNELL

&

NEAL.

F. G. PAYNE, Manager.

LEWISTON, ME.
L. & A. STAMP WORKS

DOYLE BROS.'

Manufacturers <>f

Lewiston 5-Cent Store

Rubber Stamps, Stencils, Etc.,
186 MAIN STREET, LEWISTON.

32-38 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.

£# & 1. S. Millett,

BASE-BALLS,

CROCKERY, GLASSWARE, TINWARE,

Millinery and Fancy Goods,

Toys, Notions, etc., Wholesale anil Retail,
.1. DOYLE.

p. M. DOYLE.

I*"'-'-

13 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

1891.

GEORGE A. CALLAHAN,

W. H. WEEKS,

ELECTKIC

Book and Job Printer,
21 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.

FINE COLLEGE

^

SOCIETY PRINTING

A SPECIALTY.

£<.

32 MAIN STREET,
LEWISTON,

MAINE.

B USINESS DIRECT 0 R Y.
CTTTTlT?TffrPQ

THE

Can

anit

Profitable

OlUUCirllO EMPLOYMENT
Sailing nursery stuck in New Bngland.

ress,

ViWm —

1

VACATIONS,
R.

CHASE & CO.,

23 Pemberton Sq., Boston.

ST. JOHNSBURY, VT.
CIIAUI.ICS

G.

■"wasr-

T. WALTER (Hales, 1885), Manager.

General Book Publishers.
Highest Cash Prices Paid for Accepted
Manuscript.
X A pamphlet of information and ab-y
LVn^.M
rui't of tbe laws, Showing How to/

Fine Prcgramme ui Cellese Priming
A

H^ Obtain Patents, Caveats, Traded
Marks, Copyrights, sent Jree./
Addresa MUNN & CO.
• iiii Broadway,
New York. .^

SPECIALTY.

Write for Catalogue of Publications ami
Estimates.

D. ALLKN & CO.,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

urniiurc, larpols, i Undertaking.
rr\

PARLOR FURNITURE,
CHAMBER FURNITURE,

DRAPERIES,
WINDOW SHADES.

y£T
NEW

Goons.

225 Lisbon Street,

COMPLETE STOCK.

LEWISTON, ME.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

VISIT THE BIG JEWELRY STORE
And try our PERFECT FOUNTAIN PEN. u will
never leak or drop Ink and is highly recommended by all who use it.. We Invite the
people to find fault with it. It is perfect.
A. W. ANTHOINE, Jeweler and Optician,
79 Lisbon St., Undor Music Hall, LEWISTON, ME.
REMOVAL

BUV

"VOUR

Books, Stationery, and Periodicals
AT

FERNALD'S BOOKSTORE,
UNDER MUSIC HALL,

. . . LEWISTON, ME.

NOTICE.

COLPITTS <$ CO., PHOTOGRAPHERS,
Have Removed from Lisbon Street to
Small's New Block, Opp. Hnrse Railroad Waiting Rorm,
I.KUISTON, ME.
Come anil See. U*.

WHITE

& LEAVITT,

Photographers I Portrait Artists,
Lisbon St., LEWISTON, ME.
Our Apparatus, Accessories and Light are the Best
in the City.

First-Class Work Guaranteed
No. 1 Lyceum Block, Lisbon Street,
LEWISTON, ME.
K. II. WHITE, D.D.8.

Portraits in Crayon, India Ink, Pastel, Water
Colors, and Bromide Enlargements.
When Others Fail Try FASSETT &o BASSETT.

I'. I.. LBAVITT, D.D.S.

INGERSOLL, WHITMAN & CO.,
Dealers in

GENERAL HARDWARE,

Carpenters'Tools, Cutlery, Stoves, and House FurnwblngG Is, steam and Hot water Heating.
All kinds ni' Plumbing and Repairing
Promptly Dona.
CORNER COURT AND MAIN STS., AUHUHN.

y^lP "UN EQJJALLEDIfi DESIGN CONSTRUCTION * FINISH
J-V6TRATED CATAL^GVE FREE •**=*

Go to E. M. HEATH'S Music Store
For BSvorythtng in the Music Line.
Largest Stock in the State to Select From.
Special Discount toCollegesand Schools.
171 Lisbon Street, -

LEWISTON, ME.

CONANT & ANDREWS,

Livery, Feed, I Sale Stable.
Barges lor Parties a Specialty.
Turner St., Near Court House, AUBURN.

SAMUEL HIBBERT'S

in

TTi g? "fE-

Meals at All Hours.
195 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, ME.

; S/rmeA

3o3fon.

OTArrCrr nouses
IE wnnREri 5 7" nCW rOff/i £91 WHBHSn »vC,CMCAGO
FACTOR* nnnTFQRO conn

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

O. A. NORTON,

JORDAN, FROST & CO.,

Eastern,Western!Southern Lumber Coal and Wood,
LEWISTON, MAIM:.
OFf ICE, SI ASH STREET.
Yard on Line of M. C. K B. between Holland and
Elm Streets. Telephone No. 107-3.

Mouldings, Gutters, and Brackets, steam
Planing Mill and Lumber Yard
Foot of Cross Canal, LEWISTON, ME.

«L

iV
GO TO

The Best Place in the two Cities for Barnes.

LHNGMAID,

DOUGLASS & COOK,

BoDks and

f 81 Uinrar,
86 & 88 Lisbon Street.
Call and See Us.

Stationery,

LISBON STREET,

COLLEGE BOYS, ATTENTION!

LEWISTON.

N. L. MOWER,

Remember your old friend,

THE HIGH ST. LAUNDRY, Teacher of Voice, Sight-Singing,! Harmony
92
N.

COURT ST., CORNER OK

DAVIS,

Proprietor.

HIGH,
19

Alltl'KN, 5IK.

LISIJON STREET,

LEWISTON.

A CARD TO STUDENTS.
We have just received our FlBST INVOICE of KINK, SPRING
OVERCOATS and DRESS SUITS, and we especially invite
all readers of the
them.

We

BATES

STUDENT to call and examine

will be pleased to show you whether you

purchase or not.
SPECIAL

REDUCTION

IN

TRICES

TO

COLLEGE

TRADE.

R. M. SYKKS & CO.,
54 Lisbon Street,
LEWISTON,

MAINE.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

# BIGKNELL & NEAL #
Carry the Largest Line of

Men's, Youths', and Boys' Clothing, Hats, Caps,
An«l GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS In the city, and their prices cannot fail to
please the most economical buyer.

BICKNELL & NEAL, Old Post-Office Clothing House, Cor. Lisbon and Ash Sts., Lewiston.

• CHARLES A. ABBOTT, •
Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes, Combs, &c.
Corner Lisbon and Main Streets,
Perfumery and Fancy Toilet Articles in great variety.

R. W. CLARK, Druggist,

Lewiston, Maine.
Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded.

IM PORTANT !

DKAI.KK IN

Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals
Fancy ami Toilet Articles,
Cor. Main and Bates Sts., Lewiston.
Cure your

COUCH
With SYRUP FIX LIQU1DA COMPOUND, as
clean, nice and wholesome as honey and as safe
as anything can be.
It removes the cause of the cough, and secures
the best of boons-good health. You can buy it
of dealers everywhere for 35 cents.
Our green
and yellow seal is a guarantee of genuineness.

AnbnrnDrutt anfl Chemical Company
AUBURN, MAINE.

If you want good

TEA, COFFEE, FLOUR
Or anything else
or if you intend
Bnrope), or are
friends, hi' sure

usually kept in a first-class Grocery Store,
to visit any part of the world (especially
lending for friends or Bending money to
and call on

JOHN GARNER,
Grocer and Provision Dealer, Agent for Kleischmanii & Co.'s
Compressed Yeast, Passenger and Exchange Agent,
PARK STREET, 213

LEWISTON.

C. D. FARRAR & CO.,
Dealers in

Dry and Fancy Goods,
Dress Goods and Cloaks a Specialty.
204 Lisbon St.,

-

LEWISTON, ME.

THE LARGEST STOCK OF CHOICE

Flour, Groceries, Provisions, etc.,
In the City, can be found with

NEALEY & MILLER,
Cor, Main and Bates Streets, LEWISTON.
a,-1;. in Mi,, Prices always guaranteed.

NEW + DINING*ROOMS,

FRANK KILGORE,

First-Class Carriages
FUHNISHKI) FOX

WEDDINGS AND PLEASURE PARTIES,
At any time. All new, neat, and tirst-class, with
careful and gentlemanly drivers.

57 Lisbon St., Near Music Hall, Lewiston,

D. F. LONG, .... PROPRIETOR.
Meals at all hours. The Best of Steaks, Oysters, and Icecream. CATKRIN<; fOB I'AHTIKS A SPKCIALTY. The
best place in the city to get a Nice Oyster Stew.

HEARSE AND HACKS FOR FUNERALS AT SHORT NOTICE.
HACK OFFICES: Gcrrish's Drug Store; Resi
deuce, 1(17 College Street.
CONNECTED RY TELEPHONE.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

LATIN SCHOOL.
This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine. The special object of
the school is to prepare students for the Freshman Class of Hates College, though
students who do not contemplate a College course are admitted to any of the classes
which they have the qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the College and Theological School, and thus affords important advantages of association
with students of more advanced standing and scholarship.
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, the first
year, or third class; the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class. The
classes are so arranged that students can enter the school at any time during the year.
BOA HI) OF INSTRUCTION.
IVORY P. FRISBEE, A.M., PRINCIPAL
Teacher of Latin and Creek.
GEORGE W. WOOD, PII.I)
Teacher of Elocuti >n and Rhetoric.
F. W. PLUMMER
Teacher of Mathematics.
W. B. SKELTON
Teacher of Latin.
C. C. FERGUSON.."
Teacher of Mathematics and Latin.
A. C. VEATON
Teacher of Ancient History and Geography.
E. L. PENNELL
Teacher of Mathematics.
For further particulars send for Catalogue.
j p FRISBEE Principal

LYNDON INSTITUTE,
LYNDON CENTRE, VT.
WALTER E. RANGER, A.M., PRINCIPAL,
Teacher of Latin, Qreek, and Political Science.
JUDSON n. HAM, A.M., Teacher of Natural Science
and Mathematics. WILLIAM L. BUNKER, Teacher
of Banking, Hook-Keeping, and Penmanship.
HENRY B. HA CON, Teacher of Elocution. J08. II.
HUMPHREY, Teacher of Vocal Music.
Miss
.IKANNLTTK H. WILSON, Teacher of French,
German, and English. Miss CLARA L. HAM,
A.H., Teacher of Latin and Creek. Miss MABEL
C. HKMIS, Teacher of Instrumental Music. Miss
EMILY KIM HA Li., Teacher of Painting and I hawing. MRS. H. II. HARVEY, Matron.
For both sexes. Young Ladles'Classical Course.
College Preparatory Course, Scientific Course, each
of four years; Commercial Course, of one year.
Instruction given in Music, Painting, Drawing, and
Elocution.
Character of instruction unsurpassed by any similar institution in the State. Modern Methods in
LANGUAGKS AND SCIKNCK. No crowded
classes. An excellent LIBRARY, adapted to wants
of students. A rare CABINKT, probably unequaled
by any similar institution in Northern New England. Chemical LABORATORY for Individual experimenting. A pleasant READING-ROOM, containing a large number of the best papers and magazines. Large rooms and steam heat. Delightfully
located. Summer home of N. E. Conservatory of
Music, for 1886.
I. W. SAN HORN, Sec'y and Treas.,
LYNDONVILLK, VT.

LEBANON ACADEMY.
Pupils fitted for Business, Scientific Schools
or the best Colleges.
\V. E. KINNKY, A.B., Principal.
For further particulars,address the Principal,
or ELIHi; HAYES, Sec'y Trustees.

New Hampton Literary Institution,
NEW HAMPTON, N. H.
Six Courses Of Study—Classical, English and
Classical, Regular Scientific, Musical, and Commercial College Course.
Address, RKV. A. B. MESERVEY, A.M.,
Principal.

GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,
WATERBURY CENTRE, VT.
Courses of Study—College Preparatory,
Classical and English Commercial. The best
Commercial Department in the State. Expenses Low.
For further particulars address the Principal,
Miss LIZZIE COLLEY, at Waterbury Centre.

MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE,
PITTSFIELD, MAINE.
Thorough Courses of Study in English,
Classical and Scientific Branches.
Normal Department attached.
O. H. DRAKE, A.M., Principal.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

BATES COLLEGE.
FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT.
REV.
REV.

OREN B. CHENEY, D.D.,

THOMAS HILL RICH, A.M..
President.
Professor of
JOHN FrLLONTON. D.D..
JOHN H. HAND, A.M..

Prof, of Bcclesiastioal History and Pastoral Theology.

JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M..

Professor of Mathematics'

REV.

Professor of Greek and Latin Languages.

REV.

BENJAMIN P. HAYES. I).I)..

ALFRED W. ANTHONY, A.M..
Fullonton Professor of New Testament Greek.

LYMAN G. JORDAN, A.M.,

Professor of Psychology and Exegetlcal Theology. I

THOMAS L. ANGELL. A.M..

Professor of Chemistry and Biology.

WILLIAM H. HARTSHORN, A.M.,

Professor of Modem Languages.

REV.

Hebrew.

JAMES ALBERT HOWE. D.D..

Instructor in Physics and Geology.

GEORGE W. WOOD,

Professor of Systematic Theology and Homiletics.

GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M..

PH.D.,
Instructor in History.

EDGAR P. BLANCHARD, A. 15.,

Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature.

Instructor in Elocution.

CLA SSIGA L DEPA R TMENT.
TEEMS OF ADMISSION.
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows: —

(second volume).
.>„ ,d" T""l.i;l,,tes •',,™'lvanced standing will be examined in the preparatory studies, and also in those previously pursued
by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them.
'Jill Term.

■ ■ilti.—

Hereafter no special students will be admitted to any of the College classes.

EXPENSES.
,..*f" annual expenses for board, tuition, room rent, and incidentals are $180. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of
otherwise1"''1 *rh",arshlps !l"'1 var,ous Other benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses
Students Contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course.

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
Tins is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21,1870. It occupies Nichols Hall situ,
ated about a quarter of a mile from the College buildings, and is in charge of a- special Faculty appointed i.Tthe Coilege
corporation.
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian church, and M give
thB KWPe mini8 ry 0WUfled y lhe C UrCh f WhiC l, y
by some SSSuSSST'
'
' '
"
"
°
" "-' « S*S resWctlvei/, or
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must 1* prepared for

NatUn 1,hi 01 ,y l ySi0,< V
^tt^X^^^T^'
" "* " < '" *- < **'*»• **»• *«"—5 W,
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free.
COMMENCEMENT, Thursday

Jnr.26,1891.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Tie

HOTEL JITWOOB,
I | ,,k*(WA.Ito«» Ml. - >

LEWISTON,

ME.

Main St., Opposite Lower Maine Central B. E. Station.
.JOHN \. CURTIS, Clerk,
ABRAM ATWOOD,
Formerly at the Elm HOUM,
S. C. ATWOOD,
Auburn, Me.
H. A. WALLIXOFORD,
II. A. WALUNOKOKO, Manager.
Proprietors.

If&mp.

Finest Stereoscopic Views in the World.
Students (ran clear entire

COLLEGE EXPENSES

Perfect in Construction.
ArtiBtio in Design.
Matchless in its Light.

During vacation.

Address

UNDERWOOD &- UNDERWOOD,
Baltiiaori, Ivia..

A complicated Lamp is a wicked thing, for it
often provokes to profanity. There are three pieces
only in a Rochester Lamp. Could anything lie more
simple? And it Is absolutely safe and unbreakable;
its light, moreover, Is the llnest in tlie world,—soft as
lwllight,genlalaslove,and brilliant as the morning!
If your lamp dealer lias'nt the GENUINE Rochester and the style you want, send to us direct for
free, illustrated catalogue and reduced price-list,
and we will box and send you any lamp safelv liv
express, right to your door."
ROCHESTER LAMP CO., 42 Park Place. New York.
The Largest Lamp Store in thi' World,

Tennis!
N. W. HOWARD
Invites your attention to the largest and liest
stock of TENNIS GOODS to be found in Lewiston or Auburn.

Tliis being his fifth season as

a dealer in Tennis Goods he is able to give his
customers the necessary advice as to the
weight,balance, stringing, and similar details of
a racquet which only one with long experience
in the business can {five.

It is a significant

fact that his sales of racquets have always
more than equaled the combined sales of all
other dealers in the two cities.

165 Main St. and College Bookstore,
LEWISTOX, ME.

ACADEMICAL COWNS & CAPS.
Correct styles for UNIVERSITY &
COLLECE USE. Price according
to Material and number ordered.
Special prices for clases.
For
measurement send height, width
of shoulder, size of neck, and
length of seeve.
These gowns add grace and fulness to a speaker's form.
MILITARY EQUIPMENTS.
Swords, Sashes, Belts, Boxing
Cloves, Foils, Footballs, Jackets;
everything that Students use in
athletic sports, we supply.
C. W. SIMMONS & CO.,
"OaK Hall," Boston, Mass.

(

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT. WONDERS WILL NEVER CEASE.
»L

A BOOK OF BOOKS."

The Encyclopedia Britannica.
NINTH EDITION.

('

The Library of which it has been said " that if all other book.* should be destroyed excepting the Bible, the world would have lost very little of its information?'

Consisting of THIRTY Volumes, including the AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT and Index, all complete and ready for delivery,

At $1.00 to $3.00 Per Volume.
For the: \x7ork of Over 1,500 Special Writers.
THE LITERARY MARVEL OF THE AGE.

•

^HE greatest Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and General Literature in the English
language. A reproduction of the latest English (ninth) edition, Volume for Volume, Page for Page, with all the maps and illustrations. The same word begins
and ends on any given page as it does on any given page of the original. The same number of Volumes complete the sets, at 1-8 the price of the Scribner's or Stoddard editions,
both of which are printed from the same original edition. In addition we haven Volumes
of American Supplement to round out and complete the work to the taste of American
Scholars, with a critical Index covering the 29 Volumes. No such books have ever
been put upon the market of such size and quality, for so low a price. It is a well-known
fact that it contains the highest character of knowledge and literature in the world, written by the most eminent living authors. The articles written and signed by 1500 eminent
specialists of the two hemispheres, forms over (M) rive-sixths of the contents of the work
making it incomparably the greatest work in the English language.
The Encyclopaedia Britannica is a library of itself, and the knowledge of the Century
focused. We are now ready to deliver the set complete. The best and the cheapest.
Any one sending a postal card to B. F. STRICKLAND, General Agent for Maine, at 135
Oxford St., Portland, Me., will be attended to in a satisfactory manner. The Appleton's,
Johnson's, Peoples, Chambers' and others, that have been taken as part pay, for sale at
large discounts at the same place.

A. 1^. & K. *-. QOfSS,
DEALERS IX

Sieved, Ranges, Refrigerator^, Crockery 8 Lamps.
Agricultural Implements, Butter Factory and Private Dairy Supplies.
41, 43, & 45 Main Street, Corner of Lincoln,

....

LEWISTON, ME.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

G1VEHS QRGHESTHH.

FRED A. GIYEN, Musical Director.
W. H. GIYEN, Manager.

First-Class Music. Furnisliuil for HALLS, WEDDINGS, RECEPTIONS, ETC.

BEST OF PROMPTERS FURNISHED.

\\-r ■,

Office, 94 Park Street, LEWISTON, ME.

orthwwtern SEutual Sifc Insurance
Assets, January 1, 1891,
Surplus on 4 Per Cent. Basis
Insurance in Force,
New Insurance in 1890, Over
New Insurance in Maine

Lfcv.C-E-R.-R.'S' cSc

•. . .

[ompanu.

$42,868,918.
0,532,325.
288,908,807.
02,000,000.
527,000.

GrOOHDIfcTG-, O-eneral _A.g-ers.ts.

CHARLES W. COVELL'S, at 213 Main St., Lewiston,
Is the place to buy your Trunks, Bags, Valises, etc.

(all and see him.

TAKE A KODAK WITH YOU.

A VOLLEY WITH THE KODAK.
Send to The Eastman Company. Rochester, K. Y.. for H
copy of "DII I want a Camera." i illustrated) free by mail.

RICHARDS & MERRILL,
Merchant Tailors..>,;;:':' „, Ready-Made Clothing, Furnishing Goods, etc.
We have always on hand a very large and choice selection of Foreign and Domestic Woolens, in latest styles and novelties, which we make to order, and guarantee in Fit, Trimmings, and Workmanship, equal to any that can be had in Maine.
CT A full line of Fine Custom Ready-Made Suits and Overcoats always on hand. Our Motto: Quick Sales at Small Profits.
Not 1 Lyceum Hall Building, Lewiston, Maine.

JOHN H. WHITNEY,

SCOTT WILSON,

(Opposite J. Y. Scruton & Sou,)

Agent for

Gymnasium, and Sporting Goods
REGISTERED APOTHECARY, Tennis,
Of all kinds. Jerseys, Belts, Shoes, Caps, etc.
28 LISBON ST., LEWISTON.

Call and Examine.

Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded.

63 PARKER HALL.

jfor HJiee ||ure fjandieo

DR. EMERY BAILEY,

GO TO

DENTIST,

A.. E. HARLOW'S,
Where a large stock and variety is always on hand.

A. E. HARLOW, 58 Lisbon Street.

No. 20 LISBON ST.,

Gas administered to extract Teeth.

E. K. SMITH,

NEW

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

GEORGE H. CURTIS,

Mack Olliee, Bxchange Hotel, Lewiston, Me.

NOT THE BEST

STYLES

MURPHY,

203 Main Street, - - LEWISTON, ME.
Cake for Parties and Weddings a specialty.
Plain and Ornamental Frosting
at Short Notice.
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
If it fails to benefit you
when used strictly as
directed on the inside
wrapper. Try it.
Prepared by the
Norway Medicine Co.,
Norway, Me.

- LEWISTON.

THE

HATTER
SIGN, GOLD HAT,

LEWISTON,

-

-

-

MAINE.

F. I. Day,
Fine Boots and Shoes.
FOli NOVKLT1KS IN

lint just as good
Can be bought of

L.

C.

ROBBINS

As any place in the city. Directly Opposite the
Catholic Church, and Near the Free Baptist Church,
MAIN STREET, No. 270.

COLLEGE STATIONERY
GO TO TIIK —

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE.

BRIDGE & SMITH,
No. 4 Court Street,
-• •-

Pifle*J©b » EFinfciRg
-• •College and Society Work.
Gazette Building,

-

- AUBURN, MAINE.

MERRILL & WEBBER,
THE "RELIABLE"

iooki|ob Printers

HOUSE ^pfe

ROBE.

Shirts, Collars, and Fine Neckwear,

88 Main Street, AUBURN,

@. 1*. l@I£ly
Opposite Mechanic Savings Bank Building.

Men's Furnisher, LEWISTON.

THE

HJAIIJE •!• BAIJKIIJG t- GQHJPAIjJJ,
KANSAS CITY, MO.,

Negotiates Loans Maturing in 6 Months to 5 Years,
Makes a Specialty of dealing in Short Time Paper secured by Bankable Collaterals,

BUYS AND SELLS BANK STOCKS ON COMMISSION,
And acts as Agent in purchasing Municipal, County, and State Bonds, and issues

CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT,
Running from One to Six Months, and pays a fair rate of Interest on the same.
For furtlier information, address,

A. E. BLANCHARD, President,
American Bank Building, KANSAS CITY, MO.

